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Preface
Welcome to the Moxie Rogue Veteran Training Manual! You should continue reading
this manual if you’ve sold pest control previously or if you’ve perfected your “rookie
pitch” located in the Moxie Rogue Rookie Training Manual. You shouldn’t study this
manual unless you’re very confident in your delivery of the “rookie pitch”. This is
because you have to perfect the basics before moving on to more advanced skills.

Without the basics solidified, you’ll have a weak foundation and won’t be able to
build upon it. Jumping ahead in sales training is similar to a golfer trying to learn how
to hit a fade (an intentional shot that moves from left to right) or a draw (an
intentional shot that moves from right to left) when they struggle making solid
contact with the ball. So the moral of the story is-perfect the basics first before
diving into this material.

The rookie training manual taught you how to deliver a simple pitch from the
Introduction to Closing. The material in this manual is designed to help sales reps
increase their daily sales average. However, don’t expect your sales averages to
increase overnight. Many of the strategies in this manual take time to implement
effectively and require a great deal of practice. So if you have questions or
something doesn’t make sense make sure to reach out to a manager or one of the
sales directors. We’re always happy to help!

Sincerely,

Moxie Rogue
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START WITH WHY- Your Unbreakable Mindset
You might be wondering why the first section of this manual discusses mindset. The
truth is, everything starts in the mind. If your mind isn’t in the right place, failure is
inevitable. On the other hand, if you have an unbreakable mindset, success is the
only possible outcome. Most reps train on sales material in the off-season and
during the summer, but very few spend any time preparing and solidifying their
mindsets.

In order to solidify your mindset, you need to understand what motivates you and
what your ‘Why’ is. For many reps, their initial motivation is money and the
freedom/lifestyle that that can provide. The problem is, the basic needs and wants
of college-aged reps are met fairly quickly in this high-paying sales position. That’s
why it’s crucial to think about the bigger picture. Perhaps you have a goal to save up
for a down payment on a car or a house. You might have investment goals where
you want to invest $X in the stocks within five years or generate $X of passive
income by the time you reach a certain age.

Outside of financial goals, part of your ‘Why’ may be a personal commitment to sell
a certain number of accounts or to lead from the front when it comes to sales of
your team. Whatever your ‘Why’ is, make sure it’s well defined and written down
BEFORE the summer starts. The sooner you define your ‘Why,’ the better you’ll
understand what motivates you and what you’ll need to do to develop an
unbreakable mindset.

Begin with the End in Mind
Once your ‘Why’ is defined, take the advice of author Stephen Covey and begin with
the end in mind. Beginning with the end in mind is a visualization and planning
technique used by successful entrepreneurs, professional athletes, and high-level
business executives. The principle can be boiled down to preparing your mind to
turn your desires and goals (your ‘Why’) into reality. When you visualize seeing
yourself at the top of the sales leaderboard, or driving home for the summer after
hitting your goal before it even happens, it’s more likely to happen. There’s a reason
the book “Think and Grow Rich” by Napoleon Hill was the leadership handbook for
business executives for decades. It’s because every idea, every business model,
every goal begins in the mind. However, a goal is worthless without belief in the goal.
Hill’s formula to wealth was “Conceive, Believe, Achieve” summarized in this quote:

“Whatever your mind can conceive and believe, it can achieve.”
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Another famous quote about the powers of visualization by the godfather of
self-improvement Paul J. Meyer is:

“Whatever you vividly imagine, ardently desire, sincerely believe, and
enthusiastically act upon, MUST inevitably come to pass.”

The point behind these quotes is that the mind can will anything into reality. When
two equally talented, equally trained salespeople are pitted against each other in a
competition, the salesperson who wants the win more will be the victor. But what
makes a person have a stronger desire to succeed? What stokes the flame into a
blaze? Those are questions that need to be answered on an individual basis. A
person has to understand themselves before they can understand what will
motivate them. To help you understand what motivates you, the concept of Prey
Drives will be discussed below.

PREY DRIVES
In the carnal sense, we are all animals with instincts that motivate us to survive. We
need water, food, and shelter to survive on the most basic level. However, because
those needs are easily met in the modern world for most of us, we’re motivated by
different things that stretch beyond basic survival. For many, materialistic things like
fancy cars, boats, houses, apparel, etc. are what drive them. Others want to provide
for their spouse and/or family. All of our modern day motivators can be boiled down
to 5 Prey Drives:

Competition
● Reps with a Prey Drive of Competition get fired up whenever any type of

incentive or team competition is announced. They love to compete. Sales and
business is a game for them and money is just a way to keep score in life.

Environment
● Reps with a Prey Drive of Environment are motivated by the culture of the

team. They will get excited if others are excited about something. They are
team players who will give their all in something if it’ll prop up the team.

Security
● Reps with a Prey Drive of Security are the ones who would take a salaried job

that’s guaranteed for multiple years versus a straight commission job where
there’s a shot to make more. They are all about guarantees and safety nets.
This is one of the more rare prey drives for sales veterans to have because
their basic needs are already met. It’ll be much more common to have a
rookie with this prey drive.
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Fear of Loss
● Reps with a Prey Drive of Fear of Loss are motivated by a fear of failure/losing

and how they’ll be perceived if they aren’t the best or one of the best. They
fear failure and do everything to avoid it. They are often top producers who
have nightmares about bageling (selling zero in a day) or underperforming.
They’re used to succeeding to a point where everyone expects them to
perform at a high level on a consistent basis. Because of their established
success, these reps fear falling short of that standard.

Exposure
● Reps with a Prey Drive of Exposure get hyped about recognition. They most

likely have a Love Language of Words of Affirmation because they love
receiving praise and compliments. These will be the reps that’ll get big smiles
on their faces when they get called out by the CEO Jason Walton on his
weekly company wide video updates. Reps with this Prey Drive often are the
first or last ones to sell during the day just so they can get a shout out in the
team group chat for being first or last. These reps will also push hard for
anything that establishes status or clout in the office like exclusive swag that
was won in a competition.

It’s possible to have multiple Prey Drives but usually there are one or two dominant
ones in each individual. Now that you have a brief background of Prey Drives,
identify the ones you think you have and communicate thoses with your manager so
that they can cater to what drives you.

Your ‘Why’ is what will push through the various phases of the summer so it’s crucial
to understand yourself so you can understand and define your ‘Why’.

Summer Phases
A typical salesperson will go through a series of four phases in the summer. If you
prepare yourself mentally, you won’t go through all of them. The phases are detailed
below:

1. Punch in the Nose
2. Excitement
3. Complacency
4. Trunky
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Punch in the Nose

This is the phase that almost every rookie rep goes through. It’s the “Wow, this is
harder than I was expecting” phase. The reason it’s called the ‘Punch in the Nose’
phase is because most people will give up and run away as soon as they’re punched
in the nose in a fight. You’ll notice that if reps aren’t going to make it through the
summer, it’ll be in the first two to three weeks. The reason for their failure is most
likely a combination of lack of preparation and mental toughness. Those that fail to
plan should plan to fail, so don’t let this happen to you!

The best way to prepare for the punch in the nose phase is to simulate getting
punched! You should come to the bi-monhtly trainings, memorize the words of the
script, watch the training videos, talk to top reps about what they do to prepare and
their routines, and role play full sales with your manager. Doing these things will
prepare you mentally for the summer to a point where you’ll be ready to take some
hits!

Doing things that are harder than knocking doors before the summer starts and even
during the summer is a key strategy of top producers. For you, maybe that’s running
a spartan race, doing a triathlon, 75 hard, etc. Mateo Rasmussen, the number one rep
in the company in 2021 who sold 1100 accounts, would take an ice bath every
morning before he started selling for that precise reason. Doing something like an
ice bath before selling prepared him mentally and physically for the day because it
was harder than knocking doors. The invigorating, hurt-so-good feeling of an ice
bath put him in the mindset to sell a lot of pest control. It might not need to be an ice
bath every day, but be thinking now about what type of schedule you’re going to live
during the summer and then commit to it!

The best of the best reps have the same routine every morning and there’s a reason
for it. They want to create habits that turn their goals into reality. They realize that
sales is a numbers game, so they strive to maximize their time on the doors and
ensure that they are not only “on the doors,” but also mentally present on the doors.
Becoming a well-oiled machine through routines and habits is another key strategy
of top producers, so ask some of the top reps what their routines are during the
off-season and during the summer to get ideas of what will work best for you.

If you take this advice seriously, you’ll be prepared for the ‘punch in the nose’ phase
of the summer. And if you do enough preparation, you might be able to dodge the
punches completely.
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Excitement
The excitement phase starts after the two to three week learning curve, or ‘punch in
the nose’ phase. This is when reps start getting the hang of things and become more
consistent with their sales numbers. They get on a seller’s high after having a couple
of big days and weeks and they might even start to think that they don’t need to train
anymore. Nothing could be further from the truth. Just like an athlete will start to get
flabby and soft when they stop training, so will a salesperson in the figurative sense
if they stop training,

Top producers realize they need to stay sharp so they are constantly trying to
improve their craft and learn. They understand that there’s always more to learn and
they don’t let pride get in the way of their success. They don’t let small bursts of
excitement get them off track of their end goal and they understand that too much
excitement can lead to complacency.

While it’s important to celebrate and recognize small victories, it’s also important to
remain consistent. Anyone can get lucky in a day, but it takes a lot more mentally to
duplicate success day in and day out. So don’t let excitement from initial success lull
you into complacency. Realize that consistency is much more impressive than a few
big days or weeks. Be disciplined and use your excitement as momentum to prevent
and ward off complacency.

Complacency
A typical rep will get lulled into complacency soon after the excitement phase. This
usually happens towards the end of June and beginning of July. It’s a phase of going
through the motions, being okay with mediocrity, and lack of effort. The number one
way to combat complacency is a strong ‘Why’. A strong ‘Why’ will push you on the
days you don’t feel like knocking and keep you hungry. One difference between
good reps and great reps is the ability to push beyond complacency once their basic
needs are met.

Once the initial excitement of success wears off, think of ways to gamify the job to
make it fun. Call out your sales rivals in the office or other offices and challenge them
in head-to-head competitions. Set goals to beat your best day, week, or month in
sales. Do small bets with someone on the team where the loser buys dinner or has
to do something ridiculous like swallowing a goldfish. Gamifying the job will help
you enjoy the process and keep things in perspective that knocking doors really isn’t
that hard. At this point in the summer you’ll realize that if you just walk around and
talk to people you’ll make money and be that much closer to your goal.
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Trunky
The ‘trunky’ phase is very similar to the ‘complacency’ phase. It sets in during late
July and August and can cause reps to go out with the whimper rather than a bang.
Luckily, there are plenty of office-run and company wide competitions to keep
everyone engaged. The same strategies of personally gamifying the job and having
a strong ‘why’ will help you through this phase. You also might be close to earning a
commission bump or other incentive from your manager so do the math and think
about how much more you’d come away with if you hit the commission bump.

Being grateful will also help you keep things in perspective to help you keep
pushing. Be grateful for the opportunity to determine your worth and how much you
make each day. Be grateful for the freedom you’ll enjoy during the offseason. Those
that are grateful have positive attitudes and positive attitudes translate into sales.
People can pick up on your energy on the doors and they’re less likely to buy if they
sense you’re unhappy.

Realize that happiness is a choice. Don’t let the actions of others dictate how you
feel. You’re in control of your emotions and can choose how you react to any
situation. If you’re truly grateful for the opportunities you have in life and find reasons
to be happy rather than reasons to complain, you’ll see your sales increase. If you
take note of how top producers act, you’ll see that they are mostly always positive
and rarely complain. This isn’t just a coincidence. They understand how important a
positive mindset is to success. So choose to be grateful late in the summer and
watch your numbers increase.

August is a month when everyone finds out who’s who. True colors come out when it
gets tough and you’ll have to decide who you are when that time comes. You’ll need
to ask yourself how you want to be remembered-someone who fizzled out or
someone who finished strong.

One of the greatest American distance runners of all time said:

“To give anything less than your best is to sacrifice the gift.”-Steve Prefontaine

If you’ve gravitated towards this job it means you have natural talent and ability. Don’t
waste it by giving a halfway effort. Decide now to give it your all and you might
surprise yourself at what you’re actually capable of. Extreme endurance athlete and
former Navy Seal David Goggins said:

“When your mind is telling you you’re done, you’re really only 40 percent done”
11



Take this to heart and realize the only thing holding you back is you. Your mind can
serve as your biggest asset or hurdle depending on how you prepare and condition
it. Take the time now and during the summer to prepare yourself mentally and
success will be the only possible outcome.

SALES SKILLS-MASTERING THE ART OF
PERSUASION
Now that you have a background of what you’ll need to do mentally to prepare for
the summer, let’s dive into some higher level sales skills. Remember that in the
rookie manual you were taught to give a sales presentation. That style of selling will
get you about 2 sales a day consistently. In this veteran manual you’ll learn how high
level salesmanship is more of a conversation than a presentation. These skills are
designed to help you increase your daily sales averages to 4-10+ a day. The Sales
Ladder is listed below as a reference so you understand where you should focus
your study.

Sales Ladder

The sales ladder is listed here so that you know and understand where to focus your
study efforts. As a general rule of thumb, the skills listed below are the key things
you should focus on to increase your daily sales averages.

If you want:

1-2 sales = lay downs (work the hours; be mentally present)
3-4 sales= flux customers (50/50 sales; deflect and plow smokescreens; learn to
solve real objections)
5-7 sales: master national and regional switches
7-10 sales: D2D switches
10-15 sales: master local ma and pa shop
15+ sales: building massive urgency trucks help
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Closing
What separates average salesmen from great salesmen is the ability to close. In the
rookie manual, you were given a simple foundational pitch that will get you to
150-200 sales in a summer. That pitch is designed to be a “presentation”rather than a
“conversation”. During the presentation, you shouldn’t validate any of the prospect’s
objections. This is because all initial objections aren’t actually real objections. They’re
smokescreens, or fake objections thrown out to get rid of you.

Once you’ve mastered the foundational rookie pitch, you need to learn how to close
effectively to sell more accounts. In order to close effectively, you’ll need to
understand buyer psychology and learn “tactical empathy”.

Buyer Psychology

Sales Funnel
Something foundational you should keep in mind in regards to buyer psychology is
the sales funnel of: LIKE, LISTEN, BELIEVE, BUY

This means that in order for a prospect to listen to you, they first have to like you.
Then, if a prospect listens to you they might believe you. And if they believe you
they might buy from you. If you’re not happy with how many accounts you’re selling,
a good test is to see how far you’re getting in this funnel.

If you’re struggling to get a prospect to listen to you, then you’re not connecting with
the prospect and getting them to like you. This likely means your icebreakers are
poor. If they aren’t believing you, then the prospect is not listening to you because of
your inability to maintain active and passive control of the sales process. Some key
things that will help you work through this funnel are IceBreakers and your ability to
maintain active and passive control of the sales process.

IceBreakers
Icebreakers help lighten the tension and stress that the prospect will naturally have
when they answer the door. Most people initially dislike engaging with salesmen
because it’s just how most people are programmed. They may know that they have
a hard time saying no and will therefore buy if they engage with you. Or they might
be prejudiced or have a stereotypical viewpoint about salespeople in general. This is
why you must icebreak at the beginning of your pitch. A key thing to remember is
that an effective icebreaker should never be about you. It should be about the
prospect and catered to their personality type (see personality types listed below)
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Icebreakers are an essential part of getting a prospect to like you because they can
establish common ground, make the prospect laugh, distract them, etc. As you
figure out which icebreakers work for you, remember to only talk about something if
you actually have a background in a certain area. For example, if you notice a
mounted elk in a man’s garage and you know nothing about hunting, it would be
foolish to try to icebreak around the elk. The prospect will quickly figure out you
know nothing about hunting and the sale will die then and there.

As you get more experienced you’ll be able to profile certain houses/cars to
determine what personality type lives in a home and make quick reads on a person’s
personality type shortly after engaging with them. There are four main personality
types that you’ll need to learn how to sell in order to become a top producer. They
are listed below.

Personality Types

Owl
Analytical, slow to make decisions, need to research
Ask them an open ended question that will get them to talk so that their guard goes
down

“You know I couldn’t help but notice your disney doorbell chime, are you a big fan?”

Tiger
Playful, energetic
If you can get them to laugh, they will buy

“Lady chopping her tree, you pull up and say, you know I just gotta ask, have you
figured out yet how much wood a wood chuck could chuck”

“Hey man, I’m actually out here recruiting for (pro sports team in area)...what’s your 40
yard dash?”

Bull
Aggressive, Bold, Quick
How do matador’s fight bulls? They hold up a red cape
Stand your ground, stay on your front foot and don’t flinch
Respond calmly and quietly
Re-direct the bull’s anger/frustration
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“I gotta ask man your lawn looks spectacular then you got that neighbor who has
that crab grass everywhere does that stuff ever come into your yard…”.

Prospect then goes off and you’ve successfully redirected anger towards neighbor

Lamb Timid, need to be led, won’t decide on their own
Pay a genuine compliment and then lead them
“I love your porch, it's really beautiful, you know what, come here, come take a look
at this...”
“Those tulips are amazing, you’ve got quite the green thumb…”

Active and Passive Control
Active control is simply being able to bulldoze your way through the sales
presentation without getting cut off whereas passive control is your ability to direct
and lead the conversation. If you find yourself losing active control, it’s likely you
aren’t speaking quickly enough or you have poor eye contact. If you find yourself
losing passive control you’re likely asking the wrong questions, asking questions at
the wrong time, failing to engage the prospect, or failing to resolve objections
correctly. There’s a lot more to passive control and one of the easiest ways to learn
how to maintain it is by role playing the game ‘Baton of Control’. Baton of Control is
basically a full sale simulation where a manager observes and says “Pause”
intermittently throughout the role play and asks the audience who has control and
whether it’s active or passive control or both.

A Buyer’s Five Unconscious Questions
Understanding how a buyer thinks and feels is crucial to high level success in sales.
When you understand how a buyer thinks and feels you’ll crack the code of closing.
The tendency of many salesmen is to “show up and throw up” or talk the entire time
without asking any questions or actively listening. It’s fine to do this as a beginner
salesperson, but you won’t progress without making an effort to understand buyer
psychology.

Before a customer is ready to buy, they’ll have five unconscious questions that need
to be answered.

1. They know that you understand them (Ice-Breaker)
2. They know who you are (Introduction)
3. They know why you are there (Justification)
4. They know how much (Price/Soft Close)
5. They know why they should care (PPFB)
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In a switch over pitch, prospects have a few additional questions that need
answering such as:

1. Why we are different; and
2. Why should they change?

As you make your way through the steps of ‘The Pitch’ and ‘The Switch’, it’s crucial to
maintain control of the conversation. You’ll lose control of the conversation if you are
unable to effectively deflect and plow through smokescreens, ask the wrong
questions, or fail to address and resolve a real objection.

Once you’ve made your way through the steps of ‘The Pitch’ and answered the
customer's subconscious question of “why should I care?” The customer should be
“sold”, meaning the customer has a reason to say yes, or a reason to buy.

A customer is sold if they ask a buying question or give a real objection. A real
objection is an indication of being sold because they show enough interest to reveal
a legitimate concern that prevents them from buying. Prospects are often hesitant to
reveal their real objections because they know that when they do, a skilled
salesperson will resolve it by taking away all of their reasons to say no. On the
contrary, if a customer isn’t sold, they often give smokescreens, ask for a card, or tell
you to come back later as a nice way of saying no.

Once you know the customer is sold, your job is to close. Closing is no longer a
presentation; it’s a conversation. Sales is giving someone a reason to say yes,
whereas closing is taking away the customers' reasons to say no. During this portion
of the sale, your job is to get the prospect to verbalize their concerns so they are in a
position to make a decision. When closing, remember these crucial principles:

1. People only say yes, when they feel like they can say no
2. Closing is for the customer, not to close the deal

Drawing from the first principle, it is important to never come off as a beggar during
the sale. You need to be the “needed” and not the “needy.”

Tactical Empathy

Tactical empathy is a term coined by former top FBI hostage negotiator Chris Voss.
He’s the author of a book every salesperson should read called “Never Split the
Difference.” It’s considered the authoritative book on negotiating in the modern
world. Tactical empathy is the process of trying to understand a prospect on an
emotional level and using that understanding to your advantage. Chris Voss defined
it as “the deliberate influencing of your negotiating counterpart’s emotions for the
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ultimate purpose of building trust-based influence and securing deals.” The way you
employ your voice, labels, mirrors, and dynamic silence all contribute to tactical
empathy.

When applied to sales, tactical empathy relies on a collaborative problem-solving
process with give-and-take and trade-offs on both sides that allow you to arrive at a
win-win outcome. You’ll commonly utilize tactical empathy when you take prospects
through the ‘Sales Wheel’ (see section below) because it allows you to empathize
and disagree without coming across as disagreeable. One of the reasons the general
public has a negative perception of salespeople is they’ve most likely had a negative
experience with one where the salesperson came across as aggressive and
argumentative. Pushing people in an aggressive fashion can work, but it generally
leaves both parties with a bad taste in their mouth. You might be able to close a deal
utilizing pressure, but there’s a high likelihood that the prospect will cancel shortly
after.

A higher level of salesmanship involves the utilization of tactical empathy because it
allows you to prolong the sales process. When a rookie salesperson runs out of
ammo, they are trained to close. Then, if the prospect gives a smokescreen or an
objection a simple approach is to resolve the smokescreen/objection, drop an ace
(some sort of sales “freebie” or lower price, etc), and re-close. While this method
RAC (Resolve, Ace, Close) is easy to teach and learn, it’s a lower-level style of selling.
The problem with the RAC method is that it blows over potentially real objections,
and utilizes pressure in the form of repeated closes. Pressure will often cause a
prospect to put their walls up and/or shut down, thus halting or ending the sales
process completely.

Incorporating tactical empathy in the sales process is a high-level sales skill that
gets the prospect to open up and reveal their real concerns and/or objections.
Normally, a prospect safeguards their real concerns and objections because they
know that revealing them will result in them buying when in the company of a
skilled salesperson. Therefore, it’s your job to discover what those objections and
concerns are. When you’re able to do this tactfully, you’ll be close to cracking the
code of high-level salesmanship.

However, tactical empathy does take quite a bit of practice to implement correctly,
so start training now! You need to learn how to actively listen so that the prospect
feels heard and you understand how to address their concerns. You also need to be
able to put yourself in their shoes to show them you genuinely empathize with their
concerns. When a prospect feels heard and understood, they are much more likely
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to open up and eventually buy because you will have taken away all of their reasons
to say no. The ‘Sales Wheel’ will describe the nuts and bolts of how to do this as it
relates to pest sales, but the principles can be used in any sales interaction.

With an understanding of buyer psychology and tactical empathy you’ll be
equipped with the tools necessary to close at a much higher rate. The remainder of
this manual will discuss how to navigate the back half of the sales process after
delivering features and benefits and closing. So up to this point in the manual it’s
mainly been a discussion of principles that will help you understand yourself and the
prospect. Now it’s time to dive into the nuts and bolts of the sales process.
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TYPES OF RESPONSES

1.Objection
2.Smoke Screen
3.Situational Road Block
4.Complaint
5.Buying Question
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OBJECTION
● Refer to the 4 types of objections on pg. 20

SMOKE SCREEN
Smoke Screens are excuses, or “fluff,” that the customer will give if they aren’t sold.
Smokescreens are an indication that you need to loop back and “mine for gold,”
because you have not answered the subconscious question, “why should I care?”

“Mining for Gold” is simply searching for something the customer cares about. You
do this by dropping 2-3 bugs in a Feature and Benefit after receiving a smokescreen.
The purpose of dropping 2-3 bugs is to try to find the customer’s “hot button”. You’ll
know when you’ve hit the “hot button” when they ask a question about a certain
bug/feature, or their body language changes from indifferent to interested.
Prospects might lean in, raise their eyebrows, touch their chin, unfold their arms, etc.
All of these actions can be indications of interest.

Any initial pushback from a prospect should be considered a smokescreen because
you have not answered the necessary questions the customer has before they are
even able to make a purchasing decision.

The rule to follow to determine if something is a real objection or a smoke screen.

1. If they only bring it up once, it is a smokescreen.
2. If they say the same thing twice, it’s a real objection
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SITUATIONAL ROADBLOCK
A situational roadblock is an obstacle that is unsolvable; there is nothing you can do
to help solve the situation. When you hear a situational roadblock, move on to the
next door because even if it is impossible to sell them. Here are the steps to follow
when you hear a situational roadblock…

a. Accept
b. Refer

Example:

Customer: “My mom has cancer, we cannot use any chemicals”

Rep: “I’m sorry to hear that, who do you know that could benefit from our service”
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COMPLAINT
Complaints are similar to smokescreens, but they come at the end of the sale. A
complaint indicates that the customer is already sold, meaning you have given them
a reason to say “yes.” You solve a complaint by agreeing and closing. If they bring up
a complaint more than once, it should be treated as a real objection. Here are some
examples of complaints:

● “It’s expensive”
● “I don’t really like contracts”

c. Agree
d. Close

Example:

Customer:“Yeah I mean, I don't know man, it's just pretty expensive.”

Rep: “Yeah man, I totally feel you. Now on those recurring visits are we going to be
scheduling with you or the wife?”

Most reps in this scenario will price drop or treat it as if it needs to be solved. If you
try to solve a complaint, it will validate the prospect’s complaint and you give them
control of the situation. By agreeing with them and re-closing, the customer will be
forced to move against the grain which will be uncomfortable for them if they want
to stop the deal. Imagine someone saying, “I just don’t like the winter… it’s too cold.”
Like a complaint, there is no way to solve that, so you should just agree and move
forward.
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BUYING QUESTION
When someone asks you a buying question, it is an indication that they are sold. You
have given them a reason to say yes, which means you now have to take away their
reasons to say no. Buying questions will sound like the following...

● How much did you say it was again?
● What's half off?
● What do you guys do for (type of bug) again?
● Do you guys come back in between for free?
● Is the inside included?

After you get a buying question, you want to move into the closing portion of the
sale while their emotions are high. You should not wait to close because more
information will make it a harder decision. This will lead to people telling you they
need to “think about it” or would “like a quote so they can look it over”. If you make
your presentation long and drawn out, the customer will take a long drawn out time
to think about their decision.

On the other hand, if you keep the presentation short and simple, it will be simple
and easy for the prospect to make a decision. Here are the steps you should follow
when you get a buying question.

Show and Tell
Push through the contract.

Example:

Customer: What do you do for the ants again?

Rep: “Fantastic question, let me just go ahead and show you, I just need some basic
info and I’ll put it down right here so you can see it on paper, what was your last
name?”

Customer: Smith

Rep: John, on those recurring visits, are we going to be scheduling with you or your
wife? (***this question ensures that they know it’s not a one time service)

Customer: Me

Rep: Awesome, so this is what we are going to do for the ants that you were having
trouble with... (show them you plugging in their issue to the permanant customer
notes, and keep moving forward through the contract.
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REAL OBJECTIONS/CONCERNS

Time
Product
Price
Stall
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TIME
A time objection means that the customer is sold. They don’t like doing it
themselves. They see the value in the service and believe it will work, but they just
don’t like relying on other people.

These people are often busy professionals or take the path of least resistance so
they would rather handle things themselves rather than risk allowing someone to
mess things up. These are the people who:

● Don’t want to deal with the hassle of calling and canceling their current
service,

● Deal with scheduling problems,
● Being home when the technician arrives… etc.
● They may have had a bad experience in the past with another company, or a

fear that they heard from someone else.

How do you solve a time objection?

Here is the step-by-step process for solving a time objection. The key here is to
emphasize reliability and consistency throughout.

Empathize
● “I get that, that sucks”
● “I feel ya man, its like no one values your time anymore”
● “What ever happened to the customer is always right?”
● “Customer service is non existent”

Emphasize Reliability and Consistency
a. Show them the maps of our current customers
b. Show them the Better Business Bureau rating
c. Show them stars and google reviews
d. Offer to put a specific request in writing in their service agreement
e. Offer to Cancel their service for them

i. Sometimes a prospect will understand that you offer a better service and
better value, but they just don’t want to deal with the hassle of canceling their
service because they know it’ll take a long time waiting on hold. If you sense
this is the real objection, have a pre-drafted email ready to go and offer to
cancel the service for the prospect. You can say, “Hey my job is to make your
life easy and I bet you don’t want to deal with the hassle of calling in and
canceling your service, so I have this email that I’ll send you and all you
have to do is copy and paste and send it to (company x). That way it’s in
writing and taken care of so you don’t have to wait on hold for an hour.”
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f. Skin in the Game
i. EXAMPLE: “To be honest with you, the only time people get frustrated is when

they call the office and get stuck on hold, or the customer wanted the inside done
and they weren't home, but at the end of the day, that’s just a breakdown in
communication. So, here's what I'm going to do to make this easy. I'm the route
manager out here and I want you to have a good experience; I’m going to give you
my personal cell, so you can text me, here pull out your phone real quick. I’m going
to text you right now so if there’s anything you need in the future, don’t worry about
calling the office, just text me and I'll handle it for you. What did you say your name
was again?”
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PRODUCT
A product objection means that they don’t believe the product will work or doubt
that the service will be effective. They may have heard negative things about how
professional services don’t work or may have gone with another company in the past
and it didn’t work as well as they thought.

In order to overcome a product objection you need to show them you’re a pro
through your expert product knowledge and tonality. You need to have a solid
understanding of our service and products to come across as a pro. In addition to
demonstrating your technical knowledge of the products you also need to convey
your expertise through confident body language and tonality. If you demonstrate
expertise in this way, prospects will believe you when you tell them why our
products will work and a transfer of certainty will occur.

For example, when someone says they used another company in the past and it
didn’t work you need to transfer certainty to the prospect that our service will work
by creating doubt in their previous experience and trust/reliability in our
products/services. You can solve product objections through the following methods
listed below.

How do you solve a product objection?

1. Ace Card- not price drop!
a. Area of Application
b. Method of application
c. Product
d. Premium services for free
e. Hot buttons that are included
f. Frequency of application (throw in the “free reservices”)
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PRICE
Price objections are simple. Either the customer can’t afford it, or they don’t want to
fork out the money to buy the service. It’s worth noting that pest control isn’t sexy. It’s
not exactly something people are jumping over each other to buy. On the contrary,
when the new Iphone comes out, people don’t think twice about spending
thousands to get it. So keep in mind that price is rarely the ‘REAL’ Objection. Even if
people don’t have the money, they still get it by putting it on a credit card because
Americans are used to getting what they want when they want it.

However, a prospect who gives price as a legitimate objection will likely view buying
pest control like buying car insurance. They’ll go with the cheapest option as long as
their car is legally insured. This concept is important to keep in mind with these
types of prospects because trying to build more value or throwing in ace cards is
pointless when they only care about the price.

Keep in mind that you’ll lose credibility if you drop the price in quick succession.
Quick repeated price drops are what get sales people a bad name, so don’t resort to
this. If you price drop, make it seem like you have to get approval first from a
manager and actually make a call or a text (or fake it) so it looks like you are going
the extra mile for the customer.

You can also make a price drop seem more credible by asking for things in return
like referrals. You could say, “My manager said I can drop it to $XX if you give me
three referrals that I can go talk to about my service, and you have to text them
beforehand so they know I’m coming by.” Doing this will solidify the sale, legitimize
the price drop, and point you in the right direction so you have a better chance of
closing more sales the rest of the day.

One exception with successive price drops are with people from Middle Eastern
cultures. Bargaining is ingrained into their culture so be prepared to battle on price.
Starting high and dropping the price a few times is sometimes the only way to get
these people on board, but beware of them wasting your time. They’ll frequently ask
buying questions and talk with you for 40+ minutes and then end up not buying so
use your discretion with these cultures. When you price drop with these cultures,
you need to make it seem like it really really hurts you and that you’re barely making
any money on the deal. Basically, they need to feel like they worked you and that
they won and you’ll get the deal.

A more difficult way to resolve price objections is through a price-cost analysis. A
price-cost analysis is something that works well with people who are well off
because their time is very valuable. For example, a wealthy business executive
might tell you that he does his pest control himself and doesn’t think it’s worth it to
use a service. This is when you could walk him through a price-cost analysis which
would get him to realize that the COST of him doing his own pest control is far
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higher than the PRICE of pest control. If he’s using non-professional products, he’s
going to need to apply at least once a month depending on the weather for it to be
effective. If his time is worth $200 an hour and it takes him an hour to spray, deweb,
and granulate his yard, then the cost of pest control is actually $1,200 a year for him.
You could offer our service to him for roughly half that and actually save him $600 a
year if he uses our service. Making the prospect realize this is an effective price-cost
analysis.

How do you solve a price objection?
1. Price Drop

a. Drop the initial price
b. Drop the quarterlies- this is your last resort

2. Price- Cost Analysis (works well with the wealthy)
a. Money
b. Time
c. Frustration
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STALL
Stall objections occur when a prospect wants to put off making a decision. They
don’t trust themselves enough to make a decision on the spot, so they opt out of the
pressure to put it off to a later time. Prospects will often throw out excuses that seem
like stall objections just to get you off their doorstep or because they aren't sold yet.
In these cases, you need to first “mine for gold,” in order to find something they care
about so you can sell them, or educate them on why they should care and re-close.
If mining for gold is ineffective and they keep stalling (say it a third time), you need to
utilize empathy and tell a story to get them to trust themselves enough to make a
decision. Stall objections will appear as follows…

1. “Let me think about it”
2. “I want to look you guys up”
3. “I need to talk to my spouse”
4. “Send me an email”
5. “Give me a card”

How do you solve a stall objection?

In order to solve a legitimate stall objection, the customer needs to feel empowered
to make a decision. It’s important to remember that the customer is usually not
stalling out because they don’t trust you. The customer is typically stalling out
because they don’t trust themselves. If you push harder, and keep reclosing them,
this will become stressed out and shut down. In order to overcome these stall
objections, you need to relieve the pressure with empathy and connection. Logic
and reason usually won’t help you here. You need to utilize emotion in your toolbox
of persuasion.

Very few people want to jump out of a plane first if they’ve never been skydiving
before. However, once they see others jump, especially those who’ve also never
been, they muster up enough courage to jump themselves. Prospects who give
repeated stall objections are the ones that don’t want to jump first.

A good story should make prospects feel like they aren’t the first ones jumping out
of a plane. It should utilize empathy to show how others felt the same way in the
same position. If done well, a story will open a prospect’s eyes and get them to trust
themselves to make a decision because they’ll hear how and why others went with
the service before them. Keep in mind, these are the hardest objections to
overcome, so if you can master these, you’ll be a top producer. The way you solve a
stall objection, is to:
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1. Validate how they feel using empathy
2. Tell a genuine story that minimizes the risk of making a decision
3. Re-Close

Example of STORY used to solve a REAL
STALL objection

Customer: “Yeah, I have to think about it”

Rep: “Totally understand, I think you should think about it, but let me ask you, have
you heard enough to make a decision?”

Customer: “Yeah, but I just really need to think about it” (*customer repeats objection
so you know it’s legitimate and not a smoke screen)

Rep: “Yeah, I think you should think about it. And shoot, I totally understand how you
feel, I mean, you must make hundreds of decisions on a daily basis, and obviously, a
lot of those decisions come with consequences so you don’t want to make the
wrong decision, I mean, you said you had 3 kids?

Customer: Yeah haha

Rep: I mean, how many decisions do you make on a daily basis, could you even put
that into words for me?

Customer: Yeah a lot. It definitely gets tiring… blah blah blah

Rep: “Yeah, you know, matter of fact, I was talking to my pops -it’s kind of a similar
situation. We had a bad storm that caused our rock wall to fall down in front of our
house and it was all over the sidewalk. So there was a guy that came by the door,
and gave him a quote, and my dad ended up telling him no.

And he had another guy come by, and give him a similar quote, and he said no again.
And I asked him why he said no, and he said he wanted to make sure he was getting
the best deal, and that he wanted to make sure whoever did it did a good job and all
that...

Anyway, the rockwall was on the ground in front of the house for a whole year
before he finally got someone out there and it ended up costing him about the same
as what it would have cost had he gone with the first guy. And the reality is he waited
all that time wasting energy thinking about it when he could have been doing things
that actually mattered to him.
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And that's the same thing we are doing for you Mr. Customer. If you ever have bugs
we warranty your full property inside and out. Any issues… And I know you don’t
know much about bugs and right now you are just banking on them not being a
problem and it's because A, you don’t spend much time looking for them, and B, you
wouldn't really know it was a problem until it was too late anyway.

You believe in insurance don’t ya?

Customer: yea

Rep: Yeah, and the other thing too is, it’s really not that big of a deal. I mean, is 60
bucks going to break the bank for you, I mean when’s the last time you even spent
that on something?

Customer: yeah….

Rep: Exactly. So, would you lose sleep at night, knowing you spent 60 bucks?

Customer: No

Rep: Would you lose sleep at night knowing that you had to fix your entire deck
because of carpenter ants? And I mean, I realize you have treated wood on the
outside, but not all the wood is on the outside. Carpenter ants are nocturnal, they
like the dark damp places, so most of the time you don’t even know ya have them
until the damage is done….

Customer: Yeah

Rep: Perfect. So all I'm going to do is give you that peace of mind and include that
warranty for you so you guys are set and don’t have to worry. I’m even going to do
this for you, I'll come out and do that first one for 60 bucks. What was your name?

I DO IT MYSELF

In pest control, many sales reps think that people do it themselves because they
want to save money, in reality, there could be a plethora of reasons people say they
“do it themselves.” Generally speaking, there are 3 types of DIY’ers:

● Hardcore guys who go to the feed store
● People who buy cans of RAID, and spray bugs if they see them.
● People who will actually go out around the house with the home defense and

spray around every so often.
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The people who get pro quality stuff, aren’t qualified, you should move on to the next
door. The next two are sellable but a bit more difficult. Here are the steps you should
follow when you get the “I do it myself objection”...

1. “Absolutely, now in my experience there are a couple of types of people who
do it themselves, there are the...”

A. People who go to Lowes and Home Depot and just grab whatever they can find; or
B. You’re going to the feed store, and buying the pro quality stuff

2. Which one are you doing?

A. If they are a pro, move onto the next door
B. If they say A, move to step 3

3. Awesome, well in all my years doing this, I’ve really only seen 3 reasons that
people are doing it themselves

A. Just to save money
B. You don’t believe that the service will work or you’ve had a bad experience in the past
C. You just hate relying on other people

4. Depending on what they say, you must categorize the objection and then
solve it using the sales wheel.

A. Just to save money- This is a price objection. Base the pitch around being cheap, or
do a price-cost analysis and make sure they understand that by not signing up, it is costing
them more in time, frustration, or money.

B. Don't believe the service will work- This is an indication of a product
objection. You shouldn’t say that you are doing more, because they do not care about getting
more. They don’t believe the service will work. You need to show them that the service is
going to work how you say it is going to work; educate them on why it may be an issue to do
it themselves using professionalism in the process.

C. Hate relying on other people- This is an indication of a time objection. This is the
type of person that says “you know what, I honestly realize there probably is value in your
service, and price isn’t an issue for me, to be honest, I wish that I could trust and hire you
because I don’t want to do it myself, but the reality of it is I just don’t want to waste my time
and I have dealt with plenty of contractors in the past and they have left me with a bad taste
in my mouth” but they just say “I do it myself” because they don’t want to deal with the
conversation. You must build value in reliability and consistency and use empathy to solve
this concern.
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THE SALES WHEEL

The sales wheel is used to handle a “real objection.” After a prospect is sold, your job
is to close them. The sales wheel is a tool that we use to take away their reasons to
say “no”. In a perfect world, we would never have to use the salewheel because the
customer would just let us fill out a contract and sign up. Unfortunately, that’s not the
case.

It’s important to remember that the sales wheel is ALWAYS initiated by the customer
and never by the sales rep. As you keep your momentum moving in the sale, the
customer will naturally give you objections. Let the objections come out and remain
calm as you solve them using the wheel. Remember, you only use the Sales Wheel
when they have repeated a smokescreen. For example, if the prospect repeats, “I
really need to talk to my wife” you know it is a legitimate objection and no longer a
smokescreen that needs to be solved with the Sales Wheel.
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Each step of the Sales Wheel will be detailed below:
1. Agree
2. Restate and Insinuate (Pigeon Hole)
3. Tie Down
4. Feel, Felt, Found or Logic Tract

Solving the Objection

STEP 1: Agree

The first step of the sales wheel is always to agree. We do this because we never
want to make the customer feel like they are wrong. If the customer does not feel
like you agree with them, their walls will go up; this is how an argument ensues and
a customer will never buy if they feel like they lost an argument. Here it’s important
to be sincere and utilize tactical empathy because the customer must feel like you
care.

Examples of this step:

Customer Objects: “I need to talk to my wife”
Rep Agrees: “Yeah, I think you should talk to your wife. I’m not the divorce attorney
out here...

Customer Objects: “I just really need to think about it”
Rep Agrees: “Yeah, I think you should think about it.”

Customer Objects: “I’m just not seeing anything”
Rep Agrees: “Yeah, I totally get it, you shouldn’t be seeing anything this early in the
season.”

STEP 2: Restate and Insinuate (Pigeon Hole)

In this step, you need to first restate the customer’s concern so they know that you
are listening to them. The most important part of this step however, is going to be
the insinuation you make. The insinuation portion is crucial because it gets the
customer to elaborate on their objection so you can isolate it, solve it, and get the
deal. If you are unable to solve objections, your customers' concerns will remain
unsolved and prevent them from buying.

However, we don’t always know the “REAL” objection because it’s usually hiding
underneath an ambiguous objection. Prospects are reluctant to reveal their real
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objection, because they know if they do, a skilled salesperson will resolve it, take
away all of their reasons to say no, and they’ll likely buy.

For example, “I have to think about it”, or “I need to talk to my wife” are unsolvable
objections because you do not know what they have to think about or what the
customer needs to talk to their spouse about. If we ask the customer what they
need to talk about with their spouse, their walls will go up and they will feel
pressure. If we ask the customer what they need to think about, their walls will also
go up and you will end up talking yourselves in circles never isolating the customer's
“REAL” objection.

Customer’s “REAL” objections can be effectively isolated with a technique called
pigeonholing. The literal meaning of pigeon hole originated when pigeons were
used as mail carriers. The trained birds delivered mail through specific one-way
holes that prohibited them from exiting the same way they entered. In a
metaphorical sense, pigeonholing means to box someone in, or isolate their
objection. When done correctly, pigeonholing gets prospects to elaborate on their
objections without causing their walls to raise.

To understand pigeonholing, imagine your girlfriend asking you how she looks in a
new dress. You respond, “Yeah, I think you look fine”. She then says to you, “You think
I look fat.” You respond by saying, “Well, no, it's not that, I just really don’t think it’s that
great of a color.” It’s unlikely you would tell her that in the first place, but in order for
her to get you to elaborate on your opinion she put words in your mouth that made
you “explain yourself”. In sales, pigeonholing puts words in a prospect’s mouth that
they then feel the need to explain.

The key to pigeonholing is making sure your insinuation statement makes prospects
feel the need to “re-explain” their concern. If they agree with your insinuation
statement, they won’t feel the need to elaborate and it will only validate their
objection. You need to make sure your insinuation statements are assumptive
enough to put the prospect on defense, but not so aggressive that it angers the
customer.
Example 1:

Customer: I need talk to my wife

Rep: Yeah, you should talk to your wife, I am not the divorce attorney out here. So if
I’m understanding you correctly, you think she'd just totally shut it down?

Customer: No, it’s not that… its just… (customer will go on to elaborate)
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Example 2:

Customer: I need to talk to my wife.

Rep: Yeah I think you should talk to your wife. If I'm hearing you right, what you’re
telling me is that it’s just important for you and her to be on the same page.

Customer: Yeah exactly

Notice how in example #1, the prospect is on the defense. They are backpedaling
and are forced to elaborate on their objections. This allows us to gain the information
we need to resolve the objection(s) within the objection. In the second example
however, the rep didn’t ask the right kind of assumptive question that got the
prospect to say no and elaborate. The customer just agreed and didn’t reveal any
information to help the rep uncover and solve the “REAL” objection.

STEP 3: Tie-Down

The third step of the sales wheel is a tie down. An effective tie down will get a
customer to admit to a single issue that, if resolved, would allow them to move
forward with the sale.

For example:

Customer: You guys are just really expensive (legit price objection)

Rep: Okay, so you’re saying that if there was something that could be done about the
price, we’d be good to go?

Customer: Yeah

Rep: Cool, let me make a quick phone call to my manager to see if there’s something
I can do about the price.
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STEP 4: Feel, Felt, Found

Finally, utilize tactical empathy to resolve the objection in a well-known sales tactic called
“feel,felt, found”. “Feel, Felt, Found” goes something like this: “Hey I totally get where you’re
coming from, in fact, (name drop) felt the same exact way, but what he didn’t realize…(or what
he found)....

It’s a formula that allows you to level and empathize with prospects. So depending on what
objection the prospect gives you (price, product, time, or stall) resolve it using “feel, felt,
found” and then build new value before re-closing.

LOGIC TRACT

Hey I totally get why you think that way, (so did I for a long time/John felt the same exact
way), but what most people don’t realize is…..

1. Point out bugs/rodents if visible
2. Spider in the Room Effect (tell them why they should care even if they don’t see

bugs)
a. Ticks/Fleas can’t see but they carry diseases/pathogens like lyme disease,

rocky mountain fever
b. Carpenter Ants can’t see them because they are nocturnal and nest in wall

voids causing thousands of dollars worth of damage before you know or
realize it’s a problem

EXAMPLES OF SALES WHEEL TRACTS

Wife Objection
Tract 1

Customer: I just really need to talk to my wife (2nd time they’ve said it)

Rep: Yeah, I think you should talk to your wife, I am not the divorce attorney out here.
So if I’m hearing you correctly, you think she would just completely shut this down?

Customer: Well no…

Rep: Okay, well what do you mean? You’re for sure she’d say no and totally be
against this?

Customer: Well no, we just like to discuss things together.
Rep: K got it, for sure, so ultimately after you guys discuss things, she’ll be the one
that has the final say on this right?
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I mean when was the last time you spent $100 bucks… and you probably didn’t check
with her on that right?

Customer: Well, no I could do it if I wanted to…

Rep: Cool, cool so if I’m understanding you correctly, she cares about getting the
home protected as long as you see it’s a good deal, you just don’t want to spend that
much money on this right now because this is super low on your priority list?

Customer: Well, yeah

Rep: And I completely understand why you think the way that you do. If I were in
your shoes, I'd think the exact same thing. The thing that most people overlook is I'm
really not concerned about the bugs you see. If you see one, you squash it, step on
it, it's no big deal. What I am concerned about is all the structural damage that can
be caused from carpenter ants. And so the issue with that is you get a lot of
carpenter ants out here. Now let me ask you something. How would you even know
if you had carpenter ants?

Customer: Well, I mean, I haven't really seen any yet.

Rep: Exactly. Like how would you know, if it was a problem?

Customer: Well I don't know…

Rep: And that's the issue, people won’t know if they got them because they're
nocturnal.
What they do is they push in through the siding into your wall voids where the 2x4s
are and I don’t imagine you make a habit of taking a sledgehammer to the dry wall,
to check and see what’s going on right? See the problem is, once they're in there, it's
too late. They eat through the studs and you'll never know until you see sawdust or
you’re out here with a flashlight at 3 in the morning. So that’s why we're going to take
care of them out here in the yard and around your entire foundation before they end
up harming the equity of your home.

And I’d imagine you care about the equity of your home a little bit more than you
care about squishing a bug or dealing with it here or there. Right? I'm in the same
exact boat as you now you got a deck out back, correct? So normally I'm charging
an extra $40 a quarter to come out and treat that, but it's exposed wood and it's
going to attract those ants. I definitely don't want that happening for you. So what I'm
going to do is I'll just toss that in there on top of everything else, no charge..
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Tract 2 (alternate not as good as tract 1)

Customer: I just really need to talk to my wife (2nd time they’ve said it)

Rep: Yeah, I think you should talk to your wife, I am not the divorce attorney out here.
So if I’m hearing you correctly, you think she would just completely shut this down?

Customer: Well no…

Rep: Okay, well then what would she say no to?

Customer: I don’t know….that’s why I need to talk to her.

Rep: Okay, well in my experience it’s usually one of three reasons. It’s either me, the
product, or the price. And I mean, it can’t be me because she’s never met me...so it’s
gotta be either the product or the price, so which is it?

Customer: I guess it’s probably the product making sure it’s safe...

Rep: Okay, so then if she was reassured that the product was safe, then we’d be
good to go?

Customer: Yeah

Rep: Okay here’s what I’m going to do. I’m going to get all of this in writing that we’re
only going to use pet and family friendly products on your home every time. What
was your last name?

Husband Objection
Tract 1

Customer: I just really need to talk to my husband…

Rep: Yeah, I absolutely think you should talk to your husband...so basically what
you’re saying is he just cares way more about the bugs than you?

Customer: Well no….

Rep: Then if this is important to you, he’s gonna be fine with it.. I mean happy wife,
happy life right? You’re probably not calling him every time you spend $60 bucks
right? I mean a mani pedi is like 100 bucks now (head nod and laugh a little to
lighten the mood)
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Tract 2

Customer: I just really need to talk to my husband…

Rep: Yeah, I absolutely think you should talk to your husband...so basically what
you’re saying is he just cares way more about the bugs than you?

Customer: Well no….

Rep: Okay well what would he say no to? (same tract as above)

Tract 3 (best)

Rep: Yeah, I absolutely think you should talk to your husband...so basically what
you’re saying is he just cares way more about the bugs than you? Right?

Customer: Well, no, he doesn't really care about them.

Rep: Got it, So it’s more about the money then? I mean it’s gotta be the price, I mean
when's the last time you spent a hundred bucks on something? Probably going to
Target right?

Customer: More like $200 every time…haha

Rep: So at the end of the day, he kind of follows the rule of happy wife, happy life….
Ha ha ha ha. And as long as you're happy, he's not gonna think it's a big deal of you
spending a hundred bucks getting this taken care of. So as long as you see value in
it and felt like it actually protected your family and kids, it'd be something that you
would move forward with. You just wanna make sure that I'm actually being honest.
And it's more of a, a question of you believing me. Right? You just don't believe what
I'm telling you.

Customer: No, no, no, no. It's not that I don't believe you.

Rep: Okay, cool. Listen, I understand exactly how you feel. Becky Johnson down the
street. She felt the exact same way. Now. Listen, what she found is at the end of the
day, you're backed up next to a lake. Okay. And that's gonna bring spiders like crazy.
Now listen. Do you know anything about mud daubers and spiders?

Customer: Well, no, not really.

Rep: Cool look, the problem is, is they're actually gonna get up and they're gonna
push up into the attic like I talked about, but once they're up in there, spiders feed on
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'em and spiders are small and they drop in all the air ducts and out all through the
electrical outlets.

And this is how you get those spiders that end up dropping into the bathroom. Last
thing you wanna do is deal with that. Especially being backed up to a lake. So listen,
at the end of the day, what I'm gonna do for you when we come out here is make
sure that we take care of that and go to bat for you. So check this out, look at all
these people, okay. These are all the people I take care of (show pictures of you with
your customers). I take care of all of them. They all love me.

Listen. did you want me to go ahead and treat the garage when we come out as
well? Or you want me to just do the standard stick to the outside?

Email/Card Objection
Customer: Yeah, it sounds good, but can you just send me an email or do you have a
card?

Rep: Yeah I can do that for sure, but what that tells me is that you just don’t believe
anything that I’m saying.

Customer: Well, no it’s no that…

Rep: Okay, well then what would you say no to? (same tract)

Customer: (responds)

Rep: Okay, so if……..then you’d be good to go?…(tie down), (tell story that conveys
empathy if needed, then close)

Longer Tract (Better route):

Rep: Hey I apologize, I take that on myself. Sometimes I can get away from myself
and talk a little bit fast. Let me just show you one more time, what this looks like. (go
over price again, and why you can do it cheaper now vs. later)
Now, the reality is is if you're gonna do it, it makes the sense to get the best deal
possible and not call in later,
So rather than keep you at that 1-89, we're just gonna drop you up to the 1-69, lock
that rate in forever, and then eliminate that startup fee with us. And yeah, at the end
of the day, I understand exactly how you feel, you know, Mike Jones down the road
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felt the same way. And what he found is that sometimes, it can feel like a lot to
retain. All I need you to remember is that we're gonna come out and we're gonna
warranty this for you, so it’s guaranteed to work. We'll cover the inside around the
baseboards and the plumbing voids. We're gonna do around the perimeter with that
full three foot by three foot spray, we're gonna knock out all of the eaves, windows,
door frames, entry points for you, and actually take off the webs and wasps nests

And then we actually cover the yard 30ft in every direction and if there's ever a
problem, we com back out for free. Now, Mr. Customer, did you want me to do the
garage as well or just stick to the outside tomorrow?

Price Objection
Customer: It’s just too expensive for me…

Rep: Totally understand, my service is definitely not the cheapest. So if I’m hearing
you correctly, even though you recognize the high value of my service and the fact
that it’s going to work, you’d rather go with a cheaper service and risk it not working?

Customer: Well no…

Rep: Okay, then have you heard enough to make a decision?

Customer: I just can’t spend that much money rn…

Rep: Okay, so you’re telling me that if there was something I could do about the
price, then we’d be good to go? (tie down)

Customer: Yeah

Rep: (Call manager, or fake the call, and price drop, close)

Bugs don’t bother me
Totally get it, bugs don’t bother me either, and I get that pest control is at the bottom of your
priority list, and if I’m understanding you correctly, you’re essentially saying you’ve never
seen a bug here in all 5 years that you’ve lived here correct?

Customer: Well, no I’ve seen stuff, they just don’t bother me.
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Rep: And I’m not concerned that they bother you, I’m more concerned that they’ll bother
your landscaping and your house. I mean what would carpenter ant damage look like? You
have any idea?

Customer:  Well, I haven't seen any damage.

Rep: Exactly, bugs actually like to go where it's damn cool and dry. And, I don’t imagine you
make a habit of hanging out in your attic with picnic chairs. Right?

Rep: Cool. so that’s why I'm more concerned about that and the bugs that you don't see out
here. So, you know, I gotta ask you, how could you ever justify doing something like this?

I mean, you’ve got insurance right? But you don't believe in that, do you?

Customer: Well, I mean, no, no, no. I have it.

Rep: K, I understand exactly why you think the way that you do. If I were in your shoes, I'd
think the exact same thing. What most people don't understand is that insects can cause a
ton of damage before they’re even aware of it. So what people will do is they pick me up for
a year, and at the end of the year, if you wanna go back to not doing it anymore, that's fine.
Totally up to you. The reality is, I need to come out here and take care of that so you're not
dealing with further issues later on down the road. Right, my dad was in this exact same
scenario for a number of years. He had a dry spot on his front lawn and he’s like yeah, no big
deal, I'll go take care of it myself, went to home Depot, treated it over and over again. My
mom was hounding him to get rid of it and guess what? He couldn't get rid of it. Okay. He
was frustrated because he was four or five products in, didn't even think he'd have a
problem, but he did. And I kept telling him to call somebody and he wouldn't. Finally he
ends up calling somebody and they’re like, oh it’s grubs. And one treatment knocked it out.
And the nice part about it for him now is he's on this program where if there are ever any
recurring problems, they come back and re-treat for free.
Now, that's exactly what we do. I'm warranting your house with additional insurance.

Because at the end of the day, it’s just pest control. This’ll cost you 50-60 bucks a month and
it's gonna protect the thousands of dollars of equity you have in your home. So here, you
can probably fill this out faster than me…(hand them the ipad)
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I don’t think I need it

Totally hear ya, if you thought it was a need you would have hired someone by now.
Let me ask you, do you at least like the idea of protecting your home against
carpenter ants and your kids and pets from ticks out in the yard? (create a footing)

○ Yes,
■ Exactly, who wouldn’t like the idea of protecting their home and

kids from harmful bugs. Because let’s say they pick up a tick,
then you’ve gotta pay for the doctor and vet bills to see if they
have lyme disease...but the real beauty of what I’m doing (Pre,
F&B, Close)

○ No
■ Really, you don’t like the idea of…..
■ (no again, move on, not qualified buyer)

● Okay well if you like the idea of what I’m doing, have you heard enough to
make a decision?

● (see above for roadmap)

Alternate Tract

Totally get it, and I can see how you’d feel that way, (Name Drop) actually felt the
same way, but what he didn’t realize was….(educate on carpenter ants, structural
damage, etc.)-CREATE A NEED

Let Me Do My Research/I Don’t Make Snap Decisions

Rep: Hey I totally agree with you, I think due diligence is really important. Most people, they
don’t know a thing or two about what they’re doing, obviously you’re a smar, intelligent
person. So if I’m understanding you correctly, you kind of feel like I’m not very credible
coming and knocking on your door. You just don’t believe much of what I’m saying?

Customer: Well, no, no, no, that’s not what it is, you know, I just want to fact check you. I
wanna look things up I want to double check.

Rep: Cool. so if I'm understanding you more so than anything, it's just you don't really
think that I know what I'm talking about as far as my job goes?
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Customer: Well, no, no, no, no. It's not that, I mean, I always like to look it up. So what
it really is, if I'm understanding you right, is just that you don't really wanna make a
decision right now because you don't know if you need this service more so than
anything else, but if you saw the need for it, then you would pull the trigger on it?

Customer: Right. Well, I mean, yeah.

Rep: So let me ask you this. What’s preventing you from pulling the trigger? What
would you say no to?

Customer: I mean, I just don't know if I really need to get that the yard portion done.
My guys do a fine job and I don’t have bugs inside.

Rep: Cool. look, totally agree with you on that end. And, as a matter of fact, I gotta
ask you, like, how could you ever justify getting the yard done? Who does your yard
right now?

Customer: I mean, I do it every once in a while.

Rep: Okay. so if I'm understanding you, you’re saying you’ve never seen a bug out in
the yard before?

Customer: Well, no. I mean, I have…

Rep: Okay, I mean how would you even know if there was a problem out there? Like
how could you ever justify having someone treat your yard?

Customer: I mean, I guess, yeah I wouldnt’ know..

Rep: Look, I understand why you think the way that you do. If I were in your shoes,
I'd think the exact same thing. What most people don't understand is that there are a
ton of insects out in your yard that are hurting the health of your lawn and
landscaping. Now I’m like X bucks more than your guy per quarter, but that's like $X
extra a month and I think you can agree that for all I’m doing, that’s worth $X extra a
month.

At the end of the day, it's gonna be a huge upgrade for you with everything that I’m
doing. So let's get that knocked out and taken care of, now when was the last time
your guy was out here?
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Customer: A couple weeks ago with the rest of neighbors.
Rep: Yeah. So I'm not even gonna charge you full price on the first service. I definitely
don't to double bill ya. All I'm gonna do is that play clean up on that first one for 99
bucks. I definitely need to get the yard and your landscaping treated so that it
doens’t get damaged so just need a number here to get this going, what’s the best
number to text you reminders….

My guy was just here (TIME)
Rep: Totally get it, so basically what you’re saying is that you’re concerned that
having me out and treating your home is just gonna be too effective?

I’m just really concerned about my dogs (TIME objection)
Rep: I totally hear ya, the fact that you’re concerned tells me you love your dogs. So
basically what you’re saying is that even though you know the service would benefit
you and your dogs, keep em safe, you’re okay taking the risk of them picking up ticks
and fleas in your yard?

Customer: No

Rep: Exactly, it’s just not worth the risk….(Tie Down)
● Feel Felt Found, Empathy, Close

Think About It Objection
Customer: Yeah, it sounds good but I just really need to think about it (2nd time saying it)

Rep: Yeah, I definitely think you should think about it. But let me ask you this, have you heard
enough to make a decision?

Customer:
● Yes I have, but….(smokescreen/push objection)

○ Go Back to Mining for Gold
● Yes I have…..question

○ Close, push contract
● Yes I have, but….Objection

○ Solve with Sales Wheel
○ Or Not Qualified...move on

● No I haven’t…..
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○ Okay well what do you feel like you’d need to hear? What would you say no
to? (can pull real objection out)

● No….smokescreen
○ Mine for gold

● No...buying question
○ Close, push contract

● Yes…..(repeat original objection)
○ Legit Stall you solve with a Story

Alternate method:
● Sure, and if this was a 30 year mortgage I’d totally understand, you gotta do your

research, but this is just bug spray (chuckles) and I’m going to take care of ya,
with a full warranty, so it’s guaranteed to work. Now what I’ll need you to do after
the service is just make sure to get some water on the yard for about 10 minutes
or so to get that granule working….what was your last name?

FULL TRACT

Rep: Yeah totally, I think you should think about it. At the end of the day, I’m just here to
present a healthy option for ya, you’re in charge here, so let me ask you a question.
Have you heard enough to make a decision?

Customer: I mean yeah, I have, I just really need to think about it.

Rep: Cool, so I understand exactly kind of how you feel with this, I know it seems like a
big decision to you. You know, since it's a 20 year commitment.

Haha. Just kidding. Now. Obviously it's just that year, but at the end of the day, your
neighbor (name drop) felt the same way. Now, what he found is it's not really anything
long term, we're coming out here once a quarter, I warranty in between. He gave me a
shot for a year, but uh, you know, I get it. I just redid a house and I've been dealing with
contractors. And um, at first I was stoked and I was excited about it and obviously I saw
value in it and I think you're probably in the same boat. You see value in the service. It's
more along the lines of like, am I making the right decision here?

And I called five different people to come give bids for my shelves and didn't know
which one to go with. And I wanted to redo my kitchen and I wanted to make it look
really good and nice.

And I'm like, I don't know which one to choose here. I don't even know enough about
wood. It's like, I'd imagine you don't have a PhD in bugs, do you? No ha yeah, exactly.
And so I ended up picking a contractor to go with, to come do my shelves. And what I
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realized is I wanted to go with the one that was gonna gimme the best kind of guarantee
that would come out and make it right. And so I asked him like, Hey, if I'm not in love
with this, what would you guys do about it? Then one of the contractors told me if you're
not in love with it, then I'll hook you up and we'll redo them. It doesn't cost me that much
overhead, and I wanna make sure you’re satisfied because my online reviews are really
important to me.

And I wanna let you know that we're a local company out here and we’re looking to
grow and obviously you can’t grow without good clients like yourself. And the reality is,
look here are my reviews. We got great reviews, but, you're a smart, dude, this is a
small business and if I don't do a good job for you, obviously you're gonna go leave me
a bad review. What do you think your bad review's gonna do to my company? Yeah. I
mean, obviously it's going to hurt me.

So look,  what I'm gonna do is tell you that I'm 110% committed to making this happen
for you. And a matter in fact, um, I'm actually gonna give you my personal number and
you can call me and you can text me at any point that you need if anything were to ever
come up, don't hesitate. I'm here to take care of it for you. Hopefully you're gonna be
stoked on giving me some referrals. Obviously I'll give you some credit for that. But
listen, when we come out, did you want me to knock out the garage as well? Or did you
just want me to just stick to the outside?

Another Full Tract Option

So just to kind of give you a little bit of perspective here, I honestly want your business
whenever, today, tomorrow doesn’t matter to me. We’ve got over 10,000 customers out
here and sometimes my drive time is up to two hours from job to job. The most
expensive part of my operating costs are always going to be my overhead on gas and
wages. And what we try to do is when we service each city, we try to move like numbers
on a clock. And that’s why if you guys called in, I could totally do business with you, that
overhead just changes a bit, so to show you one more time what that price looks like. I’d
have to pay my office girl to take your call.

Then I’d have to get a guy out here with his wages and then I’ve got to make sure that
I’ve got all the right products on the vehicle because we use different products for
different bugs. So that means I can't send the guy on the next quarter out here to get
you guys done because I stock my trucks and everything with different products for
initial services versus quarterly services. So here's the deal, that first one would just be
that 3-79. Okay. After that those quarterlies would just be the 2-39 and we can totally do
that. Okay. Thing is, the thing that we've figured out is most people don't really want to
pay that much.
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Now I know you could, it's not a matter of whether or not you can or can’t. I know you
got the money. But at the end of the day, I can give you the numbers of three or four
other companies out here that do a really good job as well, the thing is they're all going
to be around 300 on that initial just because that’s how that overhead works.

Now, listen, if you're going to do it. You may as well get the best deal because just
because you could pay 3-50 doesn't mean you should pay 3-50. So let me ask you this.
Out of everything I’ve said would you place value on a service like this? Specifically for
you in your house?
Why would you recognize value in that? How would doing this make you any happier?

Okay, then what would you say no to exactly? Is it the price, did you guys get burned in
the past, you just don’t believe what I’m saying, you don’t like door to door guys…

Use empathy for whatever their concern is (FEEL, FELT, FOUND)

Now, at the end of the day, getting rid of bugs isn’t overly complicated. It's fairly, really
simple really, all we're going to do is I just set you up with a 20 year contract, it’s a
thousand a month. And I put a lien on the house. No, I’m just kidding… I would never,
ever, ever do that. All we're doing getting a ton of people set up on our start up program
Okay. So it’s 12 months, and at the end of the year if you want to stick with me, I won't
raise your rates on you, those will be locked in for as long as you’re a customer. But if
you don't, it doesn’t auto renew. We’ll call you and see what you want to do at that point

But my guys will be in the area over at Mike's house, it's like a two minute drive over  
I'll tell you what, if we can just pull the trigger, get you the best deal possible you know,
instead of doing that first one for 90 bucks, just cover my guy’s gas and wages I'll send
him over here and we’ll knock it out for 79 bucks

SWITCHOVER
1. INTRO/ICEBREAKER
2. HYBRID SERVICE
3. JUSTIFICATION
4. PRO IN THE AREA
5. DISCOVERY
6. 8 MILE STEP
7. APPLES TO APPLES
8. CONTRAST/DIFFERENCES
9. CLOSE/SALE
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1. INTRODUCTION
○ Use an Icebreaker every time one that shows you know them

● You guys are super into….(OSU, golf, bmws,)
○ Only talk about things you know about (find common ground

always in the icebreaker)
○ Name Drops

● Always use first and last names
○ This eliminates ambiguity (people won’t buy with ambiguity)

○ Establish Yourself as a Figure of Authority
■ You’re the manager, etc (people want to deal with who’s in charge)

2. HYBRID SERVICE
● Hey I’m out here setting up a hybrid service for everyone out here (nobody

knows what it is, so they ask)
○ If they ask what’s a hybrid service, say “That’s a great question, I’m glad

you asked and just go straight into the pitch

3. JUSTIFICATION
● Name drop (with first and last name)

○ Makes you seem in the know
○ If they don’t know the neighbor, say yes you do they live right across

the street and have the grey Tahoe parked outside all the time, he’s a
dentist with the twins…

○ Makes them feel dumb that you know the neighbors better than they
do

● Use Exotic Hot Button
○ Bug that others don’t treat for (grabs attention)
○ For someone without a service you need to establish that they have

bugs and that they are a problem

4. ESTABLISH YOURSELF AS A PRO IN THE AREA/SOFT
CLOSE

○ Know the competition and who people have in that neighborhood
■ Yeah so most people in this neighborhood have company x or

company y, who’d you end up going with this year?
■ If they say they don’t have someone, great, now they are thinking they

probably should have someone if everyone else has a company
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5. DISCOVERY
● Who is the company, how often do they come out, what do they charge, what the

company does…
● So most people out here have…..so who did you end up going with?
● Yeah they’re a good company, you actually picked one of the better ones. Now they

usually come out quarterly or once a season and come back for free when you need
them to right?

● And they usually have two packages, their premier plan which is around $150 and
then their more basic package which is like $120, most of the neighbors have been
going with the premier $150 plan, but which one did you go with? (adjust to market
pricing, and only ask if you don’t actually know what the company is charging)

○ If they say say the lower one, gotcha, “so sounds like money might be a little
tight, and you’re more likely to make a decision off price yeah?

○ (people buy because you’re different, not better, people think it’s cool to try
something new)

○ Maximize and maximize here both services
■ Now when they come out they probably do the inside, even if you

don’t need it they’ll do it anyway for free, and to be honest you’re
probably don’t see anything anyway, does that sound about right?

■ Now on the outside they’re probably doing the full perimeter using a
backpack, and then they’ll treat the mulch beds for ya with a granule
as well right?

■ Awesome, sounds like you’ve got a pretty good service, now is there
anything else they’re including for ya on a consistent basis?

● (they should say no)
○ Get your sales on Yard, Eaves, or Weep Holes

6. 8 MILE STEP
● Look to be honest with ya man, you’re probably not seeing any bugs, you’ve got to be

pretty happy with them otherwise you would have fired them by now if you weren’t,
and you probably weren’t really thinking about switching, you’re honestly probably
pretty good with what you’ve got right?

○ (They’ll say Yeah)

7. APPLES TO APPLES
● Talk about similarities (you avoid risk by highlighting how it’s not too different)

○ Look to be honest, pest control is pest control, most of what you got is similar
to what I do. I do the inside just like they do, I do the base of the home, if you
got problems I come back for free, honestly it’s not that much different,
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8. CONTRAST/DIFFERENCES (where you get the sale)
● But I’ve got to tell ya, there are two things that I am doing that are very different from

what you’ve got that I’m not charging extra for, and as a matter of fact, (name drop) is
giving me a shot because (F&B)

9/10. PRICE/CLOSE
● Now as far as price goes, obviously I’m going to be doing a lot more. You can see that

right? So usually I’m a lot more expensive, but I know you don’t want to pay that, see
here’s my price sheet, I’m usually $325 on the initial service and after that I’m X

● But, (Do Price, like you normally do, treat as townhome, throw in premiums)
(Soft Close)  now do you guys have a deck in the back? Well normally that’s extra, but
since the trucks are already out here I can throw that in for free. Do you want me to
go ahead and treat that?

● Go into Contract

Condensed Switchover (words only)
We’ve got Aptive...

Yeah, you picked one of the better ones. You’ve been with them over a year right?

Yeah, so I have absolutely nothing negative to say about them, they do a good job,
I’d say the biggest difference between them and me is

1. I’m a smaller local company, and
2. The areas and bugs that I treat,

Now when they come out, they go around the base of the home, and do the inside
when you need, And other than that, is there anything else they’re doing for ya on a
consistent basis?

Honestly, you’ve gotta be pretty happy with them or you would’ve fired them by now
(and you're probably not seeing anything on the inside, you’re probably pretty good
with what you got…)

And pest control is pest control at the end of the day, most of what I do is pretty
similar to what you’ve got, I treat the base, and the inside and I’ll come back for free
in between. But there are two things that I’m doing that you don’t currently have
that are making a big difference.
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Number one is (feature and benefit)

Now I know you’re paying 129 a quarter with them and since I’m doing a lot more, my
quarterlies are $159 and my initial is normally $300, but I don’t want to double bill
you so I’ll just come out and play clean up and do it at cost for 89 bucks.
So what was your last name?

SWITCH OVER MAP AFTER CLOSING

1. They just buy
2. They ask you a buying question in regards to price sheet

○ How much is it after that?
3. Smoke Screen… you have to have them verbalize it out

loud
○ To be honest, it sounds like a good deal but I’m good with what I’ve got

i. Pigeon hole them into the footing if you need to, you don’t
need to every time but sometimes you do

● Only time they will say no, is when the customer isn’t educated on why
it’s important to treat that specific footing

4. Stall…(yeah, but I’m good with what I’ve got)
For sure, totally get it, otherwise you would have fired them already, But let me ask you
this…have you heard enough to make a decision?

● No
● No, but (smokescreen)

○ Mining for gold/looping to overcome
● Yes, buying question

○ Show and tell (push contract)
● Yes, but smoke screen

○ Isolate and press on footing (do you at least see what I’m doing as an
upgrade…)

● Yes, different concern
○ Sales Wheel

● Yes, but I still need to think about it…(repeats)
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○ Tell a story that’s similar to the situation they’re in now (PUSH THERAPY)
.Just curious though, what would you say no to?

● Is it the price, is it me because I’m funny looking?
● Well in my experience people stick with their company because

○ You know the guy
○ You really like how things work on the backend, like the scheduling and

communication, or
○ You’re just a price guy

● Which is it for you?

SWITCH OVER MAP AFTER CLOSING

If they say they’re good with what they’ve got…

● Agree, (totally get it, otherwise you would have fired them by now)
● But let me ask you a question..
● Just for my own curiosity, it’s gotta be the price right?
● Okay then it’s got to be something we’re not doing then in terms of the

service right, you’re worried your company is doing something I’m not?
● Then it’s gotta be that you just don’t believe me...I mean how much of what

I’m saying do you actually believe?
● Okay well hypothetically, all things being equal, would you recognize

(footing) as an upgrade from what you’ve currently got?
○ If yes, (you have a footing, sell and close them on that)
○ If no, follow Logic Tract below

Logic Tract (educating on why Pest Control)
It makes perfect sense why’d you think that
If I were in your shoes I’d think the exact same thing
What most people don’t understand is….(they are nocturnal, you don’t really see them during
the day so there’s no real way for you to know if you have them or not); I mean what would
that even look like? How would you even know if you had carpenter ant damage on the
inside of your walls?
Because most of the time people wait until it’s too late and they start seeing sawdust on the
outside, and by then it’s too late. Really the only way to know for sure is if you took a
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sledgehammer to the drywall to check out the wall studs to see if the carpenter ants were
digging into them.
You probably don’t believe in insurance do ya?

● (Well no I do believe in insurance…)
Exactly, this is like putting an insurance policy on your home.
So knowing that, do you see how that’s an upgrade to what you currently have?

● Yeah, I guess...
Okay, Let me ask you this, if you recognize x as an upgrade, and you understand they’re an
issue with them out here, what would you say no to?

(If they say no or continue to be stubborn, PIVOT and go back and mine for gold, focus on a
different concern)

K well, another big concern out here is……

Can you just come back in a month….
● Totally get it, I get this question all the time. The problem is treating the yard isn’t like

treating the home because you’ve got to treat them in the right seasons. I’ve got to
get that product down now otherwise with the weather heating up they’re more likely
to move inside and then you’ve got all the other bugs out there that are more likely to
attract voles that’ll tear up your yard, so if you want that insured fantastic, and if not
then just stick with Aptive because they’re not doing that….but let me ask you this...all
other things being the same, do you recognize what I’m doing out in the yard as an
upgrade from what you currently have?

○ Yeah
■ Okay, well then what would you say no to?

○ You guys are just more expensive I think…
■ Okay well then is it fair to say I’m within $20 a quarter of what you’re

currently paying?
■ So I’m $20 extra a quarter, that’s about $7 extra a month. You’re telling

me your yard isn’t worth $7 a month to ya?

Two other questions you can ask
● How much of what I’m telling you do you actually believe?
● Would you recognize what I’m doing as an upgrade?
● Just for my own curiosity sake…what’s been the most intriguing thing I’ve said so far?

Porcupine/Alternate Logic Tract
The porcupine will serve as a type of alternate logic tract which is a bit more forward so
you’ll need to be confident in your delivery. It’s called the “Porcupine” because when used
correctly, it’s like you’re poking the prospect like a porcupine would with its quills. You’re
“poking” the prospect metaphorically by getting them to “sell themselves” on pest control.
Doing this correctly gets the prospects to think for themselves about why they would
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benefit from getting a pest control service rather than being told why it would benefit them
from someone else. You might have to hit them a few times with different variations of: How
would doing this ever make sense for you?” until you feel confident that they’ve mapped out
their own reasons for saying yes. Here’s an example:

Rep: “I mean, I know I’m just some idiot who just came by, and I know you don’t buy things door
to door, but how could you ever justify doing something like this?”

Prospect: “No man you’re not an idiot, I mean, I guess it makes sense…..

Rep: “Exactly, (press on footing), re-close

FOOTING
Analogy: You are spotting a rock climber on a cliff and they are stuck. You say move
your right foot up and to the right. Out of fear the climber says no way so you keep
saying it until they believe you and agree. Once they believe there is a ledge up and
to the right you now have to encourage them by pigeon-holing them and holding
them responsible to make the move. When you get the climber to move their foot
onto the ledge, they have a footing and can proceed with their ascent. This example
can be applied to sales in the sense that by encouraging, reassuring, or educating a
prospect, you too can establish a footing that pushes them towards a closed sale.

A Footing differentiates or extends out of a benefit at the end of a PPFB. It answers
the question “I care about the benefit because of X”. The footing finds out what is
different and then asks the customer “Do you recognize this as an upgrade?”
If Yes, they are verbally sold and Pigeon-Holed you now have to CLOSE by taking
away all their reasons to say no with the sales wheel.
If No, then they are not yet sold and you must keep selling by mining for gold with
PPFBs, or use a logic tract which educates the prospect on why they should care
about the feature and benefit (see section above about logic tracts)

6 different categories of Footings
1. Product

a. For a DIY, “The current product does ‘X’ my new product does Y”
2. Price

a. Be cheaper or more expensive
i. Price drop or Price cost analysis for being cheaper.
ii. Make the prospect feel the upgrade is necessary to justify the higher

price.
3. Method of application
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a. Talk about the benefit of using the opposite of their current company granule
vs spray

4. Additional Area
a. Throw in the fence, pool, or deck. Not usually included but you will include it

5. Exotic Hot Buttons
a. Throw in a new bug that is specific. Stink bugs, Japanese Beetles.

6. Frequency of Application
a. Pitch free “reservices”

Example:
Footing is just building an argument

● Essentially putting facts on record
● Create accepted facts by asking basic questions so that prospect is in mutual

agreement
● Educate the customer hard
● Ex. Carpenter ants are nocturnal so you shouldn’t see anything during the day?

○ You aren’t up at midnight with a flashlight on your deck right?
○ *Educate on weep holes*
○ You can see now how nocturnal carpenter ants would thrive in wall voids

right?
○ Well, all things bring equal, do you see the weep hole treatment as an

upgrade?
○ Close

-Sales: (PPFB)
-Sales: “Would you recognize what I’m doing with the deck as an upgrade”
IF YES:
-Cus:”Yes”
-(Pigeon holed) “Usually the deck is extra but it’s extremely important to your situation so I’ll
include it here for free *run through contract and close*
IF NO:
-Cus: “No”
-Sales: *Run through logic tract (feel felt found), or mine for gold. Keep doing this until they
believe there’s an upgrade and close

FOOTINGS IN SWITCHOVERS
A footing is basically
(Same step as Mine for Gold/STEP 6 of THE PITCH)

1. Use in step 9, now regardless of whether or not you switch today, because I don’t
really care, let me just ask you this, even if you stay with your current company,
would you recognize what I’m doing for ya out in the yard as an upgrade? (more
effective if outside in backyard so you can show them visually)
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○ NO
■ Got to create more value

○ YES
■ Close them off that footing
■ Okay, so what would you say no to? (see below)

1. Product
a. Rotation of products every 3 months

2. Price
a. Sell cheaper, or value (more expensive)

3. Hot Buttons
a. Stink bugs, Carpenter ants/bees, Wasps in eaves, clover mites, Japanese

Beetles, Voles
4. Additional Areas

a. Deck, garage, included for free
5. Method of Application

a. Granules, spraying eaves
6. Frequency of Application

a. Pitch free “reservices”

Switchover Back Half Example

Customer: Sounds like a good deal but I just going to stick with what I got,

Rep: Totally cool, but let me ask you a question..

Rep: Let’s agree you’re not switching, you’re gonna stick with what you got, but just
for my own curiosity, it’s gotta be the price right?

Customer: No, it’s not that

Rep: Well what do you mean, that’s gotta be it, it's the price that’s holding you back...

Customer: no, no

Rep: Okay so you’d agree the price is pretty much sixes, it's about the same either
and that doesn’t really matter to you right? (tie down)

Customer: Yeah

Rep: Then it’s gotta be something in the value portion of the service, you’re worried
that your company is doing something I’m not...
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Customer: no no

Rep: Okay so we can agree that there wouldn't be any gaps in the service according
to what I’ve told you? (tie down)

Customer: yeah I guess so

Rep: Well let me ask you this then, how much of what I'm telling you do you actually
believe?

Customer: I believe you man. I just don’t really wanna switch

Rep: Okay, so if we can agree on those things, and you believe what I'm saying, let
me ask you this, assuming you’re not switching...

We talked about the yard and treating that, and I understand you may not care
about the bugs, but I think we can agree your lawn cares about the bugs right?

Right, and who’s taking care of your yard for the bugs?

Customer: I am

Rep: Okay, so if all things were equal, would you recognize me treating the yard as
an upgrade to what you’ve currently got?

Customer: idk

Rep: Then it’s gotta be just the hassle of the switching...I know you don’t want to deal
with this and I know what you’re thinking. Pest control is low on my priority list, I
know you’re thinking “I’m going to have to call my guys, wait on hold… I don’t wanna
deal with it, I got other more important stuff to do…”

You said you had Terminix right?

Customer: Yeah

Rep: Alright tell you what, this is super easy. I've done this 1000 times, I’ll put it in
writing that if there's a cancellation fee, I’ll cover it, and as far as calling Terminix all
you have to do is send them an email. It’s super easy. I’ve even got this pre drafted
email right here that I’ll send you right now. Now what was your last name?
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CREATING FOOTINGS THROUGH STRAIGHT LINE
METHOD
Another way you can create a footing on a start or a switchover is by implementing Jordan
Belfort’s straight line method. The gist of the method centers around how to handle stall
objections in the back half of the sale. When someone says, “Let me think about it” or “just
send me an email” or another version of a stall objection you create a footing by asking the
question, “Do you at least like the idea of (Feature and Benefit)?”

When the prospect agrees, you now have an established footing you can sell them on.
Below, you’ll find a skeleton outline of Jordan Belfort’s straight line method with real life
examples of sales that were recorded and transcribed. This method is a more advanced
looping pattern that goes through 3-4 objection cycles. When looping, it’s important to not
push too hard and go through 6 or 7 loops when it’s clear the prospect won’t buy. Realize not
everyone is a qualified buyer, so pick your battles to protect the company’s reputation.

This method resolves real objections like the Sales Wheel and can be used as another arrow
in your quiver.

___________________________________________________________________________

SKELETON

JB’s Roadmap
1. Intro
2. Price
3. F&B Set
4. CLOSE

a. Objection
i. Does the idea make sense? Do you like the idea?

1. No, “Really you don’t like the idea…..
2. Yes, Reiterate F&B Remind them what they just said yes to

5. F/B set
a. Check in

i. You see what I’m saying now?
b. Forrest Gump method

i. If you’d used me before and it was perfect, you wouldn’t be hesitating
right?
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1. Yes - empathize “that I understand, you don’t know me…”
2. No - throw it back at them “really?”

ii. F/B Self
1. Let me reintroduce myself and tell you what I stand for

iii. F/B Company
1. “And as far as Moxie…”

6. CLOSE (Tri Tonal)
a. Objection 2

i. Address head on,
b. Worst case, best case - Lowering action threshold

i. What’s the worst that could happen?
ii. “But on the up side

1. Is that going to change your life?
a. No

2. But what it will do, is set a benchmark for how I treat your home
this year - never want to leave

7. CLOSE (Tri Tonal)
a. Objection 3

i. Address head on
ii. “What would happen if you don’t do this now…”
iii. Future pace positive

8. CLOSE (Tri Tonal)
a. Objection 4, 5, 6

i. Address Head on
ii. Home Advisor

1. Recap the F&Bs
iii. Add ons/Aces (Termite inspection, Mice/Rat Warranty, Flea/Tick)
iv. CLOSE
v. Objection

vi. Price Drop (last resort)
vii. CLOSE
viii. Objection
ix. “Real Reason” close

___________________________________________________________________________

Hayden’s Back Half Masterpiece
Context - just gave price

Objection 1
(deflect)
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“I understand you want to think about it, but let me just ask ya, does the overall idea of my
service make sense, upgrading to treat the full property not just the house, etc, do you like
the idea?”

Response
● If they say YES

○ “Right, obviously that makes sense right, because if you don’t treat the yard at
the source, the bugs make their way up into the walls and then infest your
home.”
“But the REAL beauty about what I do is…

● If they say NO
○ Really, you don’t like the idea of treating the yard to make sure the bugs don’t

make it into your walls and infest your home? Throw it back at them. Ton of
incredulousness.

F/B set
(Stopping off point)
Do you see what I’m saying here?

(Forrest Gump Pattern)
Now John, let me just ask you, if I were your bug guy on a previous home, (if your best friend
referred me) and you just knew first hand that my service was by far the best for your home,
you probably wouldn’t be asking to think about it right? It would probably be a LOT easier to
go with me right now, is that fair to say?
(Empathize)
Exactly, and of course you’d feel that way because you’ve never used my service before, I
don’t have a track record with you.
But let me just reintroduce myself and tell you what I stand for.
(F/B about yourself)
My name is….., I’ve been with Moxie for x years, and I’m not just a typical salesman trying to
make a quick buck, I actually pride myself on taking care of my customers and delivering a
QUALITY service that improves their lives at home.

(F/B about company)
And as for my company, check this out, 4.6 out of 5 stars, out of 500 reviews, that’s
impressive for a service company. Are we perfect, no, but in terms of quality and value we
can’t be beat.

(Tri-tonal close - (Certainty, Sincerity, Reasonable Man))
Now, I’m not asking you to marry me… this isn’t anything long term, all I’m asking is one shot
for this short trial run and honestly, you’re gonna be really impressed.
Sound fair enough? Try me out?
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Objection 2
(address head on)
I understand you want to talk to your wife/think about it/etc, (address objection directly, but
briefly with above rebuttals)
But let me just ask you a question. What’s the worst thing that could happen?
Worst case scenario, you wasted time with me today, the technician botches the job, but
you've still got 3 days to get a full refund, but then let’s say you forget about that and you
end up having to pay a small fee to get out of the service. That’s pretty much the worst case
scenario right?
Right, but on the up side, I do exactly what I’ve told you, and you see a dramatic reduction in
the bugs, and you protect your home from future damage. Now is that going to change your
life?
No, exactly it won’t right?
But what it will do, is it’ll serve as a benchmark for how I’ll treat your home for the rest of the
year...and when you see that..., you’ll never want to leave.
(Tri Tonal Close)
So again, I’m not asking for anything crazy here, Just give me a shot for these seasonal
treatments, let me PROVE how good I am. And John, believe me, if it’s even half as good as
I’m saying, you’re going to be referring all your neighbors. So whattya say, will ya give me a
shot?

Objection 3 - add on pain (emotional pain points) (they say no here, because they’re not
certain emotionally)
(address head on)
(Answer with rebuttals from above)
Put them in the scenario of not using it and then if they do use it.
Future pace them to something painful that will happen if they don’t change
Mention price again, then briefly reiterate what they’ll get if they switch.
Now price drop again.
(Tri Tonal Close)

Objection 4 -
(Show Home advisor and close)
Drop Ace (like throwing in free premiums)

Objection 5-
Close on price minimum (last resort)

Objection 6-
Real reason close,

● (Sir, I’ve just got to know for my own sanity, what was the real reason you didn’t move
forward today)
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● Resolve, and Reclose

____________________________________________________________________________

The Real Life Example

Hey how ya doing, my name’s Hayden I run Moxie Services, literally just stopping because
we’ve got a lot of people upgrading right now because the spiders and the ants have been
so bad, which has been worse for you, the spiders or ants?

Yeah they’re really bad right now.

What’s the square footage of your guys’ home so I can at least get you all a quote?

So how long have you guys been in the home? And have you guys had pest control in the
past or have you just been battling it on your own?

Really, and no solutions so far?

K give me 10 seconds, I’ll tell you what I do and you can tell me if it makes sense logically or
not, it’s way better than what everyone else is getting and typically it’s a little more
expensive, but we just unrolled a new program that actually allows you to save money.

Okay so normally for home your size, the initial service is typically $239. Then it’s just 139 a
season, and when you add it all up, then you're looking at like eight hundred dollars for pest
control in the year, which is honestly pretty expensive, but with this new program we're
doing though, we’re actually adding two additional services onto it where we do a free
termite inspection. We do a free additional full spectrum customized treatment on the
property for pest control. And what we're doing is we're making it on the year 4-59 bucks.
That's it. So you're saving literally like 300.

Next, what we do that’s different is we sweep and clean your roofline every time, so it’s
standard with us. And we use an organic repellant that keeps those spiders and wasps from
coming back not nearly as often. I’m not saying that you’ll never see one again, but if you do
ever do, we’ll literally guarantee it and come back for free.

So all I’m asking is that you try me out, it’s 4-59 for the whole year, and believe me after you
go with us. You're going to be referring all your neighbors. Does that sound fair, will you give
me a shot? (1st close)

Well, I’d like to discuss it with my husband first…(first objection)
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Absolutely, now do you like the idea of what we’re doing? (Yes)

Fair enough, and if he’s for it, then you’re in right? (Yes)

Now you do have a right of recission so you can literally see how thorough the treatment is
on the first service and within three days if you don’t want to go through with it, then you
don’t have to, but I would honestly just recommend you get the service, give it a shot, and
like I said if it’s not as thorough as I’m saying then just fire us, but I guarantee the work. I’ve
been doing this for 7 years, you’re going to love it. It’s a full treatment in the yard for the fire
ants which is so rare,

Precision doesn’t guarantee fire ants because they are so hard to get rid of

So anyway, I'm sure you have a family and kids and all but is there anyway, we can run it by
your husband and see if he's even interested. That way we can get you scheduled while our
trucks already here tomorrow? (2nd close)

(Husband comes out)

Hey how ya doing, so what I was telling Amber is I’ve been doing this awhile and I’ve actually
been dealing with Precision and all the other companies for a while and the biggest
difference man is every time we treat we’re customizing the service to the home and treating
the full property, not just spraying the house.

Did you ever watch Precision when they did the service? (Couple times)

So that service is the same as everyone else, so they spray the outside and maybe spray the
inside and that’s it.

With us, we're treating the entire yard front and back full property. So for fire ants, ticks and
fleas. That way you never have to worry about that and we're adding on two additional
services a year. So you're getting six full services instead of four. And what I was telling her is
if you go with Precision really it's going to be about five hundred dollars for the year, but with
me I'm making the full year 459 and I'll give you another discounted mosquito service.

All I'm asking man is to try it out. Like I said, there's a three-day right of rescission. So it's like
literally no risk to you and believe me you're gonna be super-impressed. Whatyya say will
you  give us a shot man? Let us prove to you to see how good it is? (3rd close)

I think I'm alright right now…(2nd Objection)

For sure, so I think about this is from like the standpoint of like if I were a parent or father,
right like if I'm playing out in the yard especially in a nice home like this you don’t want to
get bit by fire ants and now they're not treating for fire ants every time. For any other
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company they're going to charge $100 extra, and I will literally give that to you for free man.
And again, you have the three day right of rescission. I can even break up the payments for
you. So you're not paying the full charge up front obviously, but all I'm asking you try it out
and if it's not ten times better than what you saw Precision do then fire me and kick me to
the curb but believe me, you're going to love it. Will you give me a shot? Let me prove it to
you at least? (4th close)

What's the startup? (Buying Question)

Yeah, so it's 4-59 for the full year and most of our customers pay in full. They pay all that up
front so I can get them a big discount, but we can start smaller if you want to just the break
up the payments.

I just want to see how things go, before I jump. Because I like having everything all together…
(3rd Objection) can you just give me a card

Fair enough, but the way I look at it too is like if you were like a shoe guy. And you really
wanted good shoes, right, and let’s say there were Jordans. I wouldn't also say, I'm not gonna
buy my shoes at Walmart because I buy my groceries there.

I understand what you're getting at….

And this is no offense to them. They do a good job for what they do which is just the house
and the foundation.

And Amber was saying you guys have been treated for a week now, so you should actually
see a pretty big reduction so far and she said you guys have been getting a ton when you're
pulling the weeds out, which is our specialty is getting rid of them at the source.

And on a home like this, what's going to happen is those ants will get inside the walls and
infest the home later. So what if I did this dude, what if I did your first service for 49 bucks,
and you can still get a refund on that if you call them in the first three days after treatment
and then if you want to go for the rest of the year you can, and that way you can at least see
what I'm saying is actually true, that we do treat the whole thing that it’s going to be way
better for ya.

All I'm asking man is one shot, and literally you're going to be referring everybody if it's as
good as what I'm saying. So will you try it out and let me prove it to you? (5th close)

I would but you're like the last guy, you know…(4th Objection, 3rd from husband)

Yeah and it’s because we still keep getting calls out here. So like your wife was saying, how
she’s been dealing with the ants, that’s literally what we’ve been seeing on every door, tons
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of spiders, wasps, ants. That’s why I’m going to be treating the entire roofline with a repellant
to keep those away a lot longer.

And honestly, I mean if you had been with me for a full year and you just knew that this was
already what I’m saying, it would probably be a lot easier for you to be like, yeah let’s do it,
right? (FORREST GUMP PATTERN)

But the truth is you don’t know that because this is the first time we’ve ever met.

So let me just reintroduce myself. I’m Hayden Schaap. I’ve literally been with the company
for seven years and I’m not just a salesman trying to make a quick buck, I really actually
believe in what we do for our customers and as far as the company goes check this out. 4.5
out of 5 stars out of 1800 reviews so it shows that we’re trusted and that we’ve been in the
business for a long time, a lot longer than who you’re currently with.

And at the end of the day man, you shouldn’t have to put up with even another couple
weeks with mediocre pest control where you’re still seeing ants, and I’m not asking for
anything long term, not asking you guys to marry me, just give me a shot and believe me
man, honestly, this will be the best decision you guys could make for your home, will you
give me a shot man, 49 bucks? (6th close)

Again, guys, you guys have three days so it's literally no cost to you guys if it's not what I'm
saying. What I'm going to do guys is I'm going to leave you with my personal number. And
this is just like quality assurance that if I'm going to put myself on the line and I don't want
customers calling me all the time then I'm not going to even do that, but if you do call, I'm
going to fix it if it's not what I'm saying, which it is. So try me out guys, you guys are going to
love it. (7th close)

Alright, we’ll give you a shot

Riff

Hey, how you doing today?

Good. My name is Hayden. I'm out here with Moxie Services, the local Pest Control, reason I'm
stopping by, I've got a ton of people upgrading from Terminix and HomeTeam, I work with the
Johnsons next door. Has it been more ants or spiders for you guys?

It's been ants but we've already got a company.
Yeah, I assumed you would, who's supposed to be taking care of that for you?
Okay, great and quick question you’ve seen them spray the house, right?
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Typically they'll just spray the inside spray the outside anything special you have them doing on top
of that? Awesome. I mean, you probably don’t even see bugs on the inside, is that fair to say?
Yeah that's not why people are switching to me right now. The big reason is because I do things very
different so I don't just spray the house like they do.

I actually start out here at the front curb and I treat your entire yard all the way to the Back Fence and
in Pest Control. It's very important to treat the source of your bugs in the yard. If you don't, those bugs
will continue to make their way from the yard, up into your walls, and then infest your home as soon
as you stop spraying the inside. Does that make sense?

And on top of that I'm also doing a power spray three feet up and three feet around the base, which is
going to really seal up everything.

The customized treatments that I do for your home or honestly just they're so good. What's the
square footage here so I can at least leave you with a quote?

Okay. So if you look here and what was your name by the way, nice to meet you. So John if you look
here the normal initial service charge is $249 for a home your size. After that. I come back once every
three months for my customized seasonal treatments. Those are just 149, now the best part John.

I guarantee results so full warranty, if you guys ever see bugs, I'll come back for free and I can do the
whole thing over again for you if you ever need. Now look, my trucks are already here, so if I can fit
you in while they're here, I'll take a hundred and twenty dollars off the initial service and do it for just
129 and that's still going to be the entire thing, front yard, backyard, inside and outside. Just give me a
shot and you’re going to be really impressed. Does that sound fair? (1st close)

I just want to think about it. Leave me with your card. I'll get back to you. (1st objection)

Okay, and I understand you want to think about it. But let me just ask you a question man. Does the
overall idea of my program make sense to you? Do you like the idea of potentially upgrading to what
I'm doing?

Yeah, right because if you don't treat the bugs at the source, like I said, they’re just going to keep
making their way up into the walls and infesting your home as soon as Terminix stops putting kind of
that Band-Aid spray on the inside. Now the real beauty though about what I do is again, I'm treating
the yard. I also do that foundation spray on the base of the home, but then I take this brush and I do a
customized treatment.On the entire roof line and sweep all the cobwebs down getting rid of all the
wasps nests, front and back.

It's super important for you because it's going to stop the spiders from making their way up dropping
down through the fascia and then coming out through the sockets in the baseboards on the inside.
Do you see what I'm saying here? It's pretty sweet. Right. Does that make sense?

Awesome now let me just ask you a question, If you had been using me on a previous home for
several years because you just loved it and you already knew how good my service was, it'd probably
be so much easier to just go with me right now, is that fair to say?
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Yeah, right because I understand that you don't know me. I don't have a track record with you. I'm just
some guy knocking your door for all you know, and I can totally understand that now, let me just
reintroduce myself man. Tell you what I stand for. My name is Hayden Schaap. I've been with Moxie
for seven years and.

Yes, I am a salesman. I won't lie. I'm very good at what I do, but I'm not just trying to make a quick
Buck out here. The reason why I'm with Moxie is because I pride myself on giving people a top-notch
quality service that is not only the best option for their home, but that it will actually improve their
quality of life, and I'm here every step of the way. So I like to give my personal number to people just
to make sure that everything goes exactly as I'm telling you. Okay, I really care about that.

As far as my company, if you look here 4.6 out of 5 stars and look how many reviews 1100 reviews
that's like that's very difficult to do if you know anything about the service industry. It's very difficult.
And so what that tells you is two things. I do a very thorough great job and I have excellent customer
service. Okay, and Incredibly responsive.

So listen, I'm not asking for anything long-term here. Okay. All I'm asking is you give me a shot.

Try me out for these seasonal treatments for a year. That's it. And really if this is even half as good as
what I'm saying, or what a lot of my customers experience in this area, you're going to be a customer
for a lot longer than that. Does that sound fair. Will you give me a shot? (2nd close)

Yeah sounds good I just need to talk with my wife. I don't really make decisions out here. (2nd
objection)

Okay, I understand that. I understand you want to talk with your wife, but let me let me just ask you a
question man. Do you think that if you did something that was actually in the best interest of your
home and it got really really good results, You think she'd really be mad about it at the end of the day.
Right? Probably not right, but let me just ask you another question here.

(LOWER ACTION THRESHOLD)
What's the worst that could happen if you go with me? You find out that within the first 30 days,
maybe the technician drops the ball or something. It's just not what I said. It didn’t meet your
expectations. Is that really that bad? I mean you’d just pay a small fee to get out or you stick with it for
the year. You still see some reduction in the bugs, maybe we get a chance to make it up for you,
right? That’s the worst that could happen.

But on the up side, I do everything perfectly for you. My guy comes out and does exactly what I said,
you're impressed by the customer service and how he treats your home, you see reduction in the
bugs to the point where you see we’re actually really good. We get rid of the bugs that you have in
your home, your family can play comfortably outside. Now is that going to change your life? If I do
that, is that going to change your life immediately? Probably not right? It's just pest control.

In the grand scheme of things it’s not that big of a deal, but what it will do is it's going to set a
benchmark for how I treat your home for the rest of the year on those customized seasonal
treatments where we're doing the entire property, and that benchmark, when you see how I treat your
home for the rest of the year there's no way you're going to ever want to go with anyone else.
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So again, I'm not asking for anything long-term here John. I'm not asking you guys to marry me. Just
give me one percent of your trust and you’ll see in the next 30 days that I’ll earn the other 99.

And believe me John it's going to be so good that you’ll be referring a lot of your neighbors. Does that
sound fair, will you give me a shot? (3rd close)

Yeah, I just don’t want to make a decision right now… (3rd Objection) Hit pain points

Well, listen, I understand you want to think about it. If you look at it this way it doesn't really take that
long to actually think about a decision like this right, you can think in an instant whether this is good
for you or not. So at the end of the day.

Whether you take a day or 10 or do it right now, my service is not changing. But what happens if you
don't take action? Right when you go back inside, you've got way more pressing things than pest
control going on in your life. So let's say you don't take action on this. What's going to happen if you
know a year down the road and you never get around to changing your pest control company and
they don't treat the yard?

They don't treat the yard and then you go outside and you guys are playing with your kids and
someone gets bit by a tick and then gets Lyme disease. I have a friend that has lyme disease and it's a
terrible situation. You can still live with it, but it's a very diminished quality of life. That's what’s
obviously not great. Right? Those are the types of things that I really care about when people don't go
with me.

I'm like, yeah, but what if this happened if they were using my service then they wouldn't have to
worry about that. You see what I'm saying here John, so that makes sense though. Right? Like that's
why I really care about this.

So John again. This isn't anything huge. Okay. I'm not asking you to sign up and commit your life away.
This is just one shot for 12 months. And if it's even half as good as what I'm saying, I know you’ll be
referring your neighbors to me down the road. Does that sound fair? (4th close)

Look man, can you just come back tomorrow… (4th objection)

So here's the thing John. I've got my trucks here right now, but I actually just want to show you this
really fast because if you’re anything like me, you want to make sure you’re getting the best deal. So I
like to show everyone Home Advisor because it shows you what pest control costs in your specific zip
code. So as you can see I’m not the cheapest, and I’m not the most expensive, I’m right in the middle
which is how you know you’re getting the best bang for your buck.

The other thing that I forgot to mention were all my premium services. Now these are all usually extra
as you can see, but the thing is, your neighbors have already paid for all these so I’ve already got all
the equipment to treat for this on my trucks, so what I can do is throw all of these premiums for free.
How does that sound? Will you give me a shot John? Let me prove it to you? (5th close)

I just don’t want to do it right now….(5th objection)
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Alright, let me just level with ya, my trucks are already have the trucks here and I need to fill the dead
time of the technicians. Otherwise they’ll just be sitting around, so how about I take another $50 off
that initial service and do it for just $79 bucks just to make it a no-brainer. Is that fair? (6th close)
_______________________________________________________________

EXAMPLES OF PREFACE, PROBLEM, FEATURE,
BENEFIT (Advanced Feature and Benefits)

Carpenter Bees
● So Mike, one of my biggest concerns are those big carpenter bees, I’m sure you’ve

seen them buzzing around. They’re the ones that drill into wood. The problem with
them is, when they drill into the wood they lay their larvae inside the wood, see
check this out (show pictures), and then what happens is they attract woodpeckers
and they open up the holes causing tons of expensive damage like this (show
pictures again).

● So what I’m going to do to make sure that doesn’t happen is soak everything down
with a power sprayer, and then if the holes are within reach, I’ll actually dust each one
so that it takes care of them when they go in and out of holes.

● That way you won’t have to replace any of the wood down the road or deal with all
those holes.

● And your wife will love that you won’t be risking your neck climbing up on a ladder to
treat the wood or any of the holes on the roofline. (could pitch wife or husband on the
hassle of climbing up or the risk/danger of getting on a ladder)....(CLOSE)

Ticks/Fleas
● So Mike, the biggest thing people are concerned about out here are ticks and fleas

out here in the yard...they’re terrible this year. The problem with them is, I’m sure you
already know, they carry Lyme disease, and what ends up happening is let’s say one
of your kids or dogs picks one up. Well then you’ve got to pay for doctor and vet bills
and that gets expensive, but worse than that, there’s no cure for Lyme disease, it
sticks with you for life.

● So what I’m going to do to get rid of all the ticks and fleas is….(yard f&B)
● That way you won’t have to worry about those expensive bills and you’ll have peace

of mind when your kids and dogs are out in the yard knowing they’re safe.
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Carpenter Ants
● So one of my biggest concerns out here are the carpenter ants, you know the ones

that chew through wood...The issue with them is they come from your yard and your
trees and nest inside your wall voids and a lot of the time you don’t even you have
em until you see sawdust, and by then it’s too late because the damage is already
done and it’s pretty costly to repair.

● So what I do to prevent them...…..(yard f&b) plus (foundation f&b) if necessary and that
way you won’t have to worry about expensive repairs down the road….(CLOSE)

Stink Bugs
● So another thing everyone out here loves is that I actually take care of stink bugs, I

know you guys get those in the spring and in the fall, they’re super annoying. They
nest in the wall voids and only come out when it’s too hot or too cold, so a lot of
times you don’t even know you’ve got em until they’re all over your house. Anyway,
the issue with them is number 1 they smell and are a nuisance, and number 2 is
they’re attracted to heat, so they can actually clog up your furnace and cost you an
arm and a leg to repair.

● So what I do to prevent that is I actually take care of them in the yard which is where
they nest and breed so they never have a chance to make it into your walls and infest
your home. And that’s super important because if I don’t knock em out at the source
I’ll never get rid of them. That makes sense right? (Foundation f&b if necessary as
well) (CLOSE)

Voles
● So one thing you’ll really love are what I do for the Voles, you know those things that

tunnel in the mulch beds and the yard...The issue with those guys is that they tunnel
through your yard like this (show picture) and then your lawn is messed up and
there’s not much you can do about it, and you might end up having to re-sod parts
depending on how bad it is which gets expensive.

● So what I’ll do to prevent them from tunneling is place some bait boxes around the
base of your home, and they’re kid and dog proof so people love that, and the bait I
use makes them thirsty, so they’ll actually go away from the home looking for water
and stay gone

● That way you won’t have to spend your weekends out here playing whack a mole
when you’d rather be watching the game….(CLOSE)

Japanese Beetles
● So one of the biggest concerns in this neighborhood are those japanese beetles. I’m

sure your wife hates those things buzzin around. The problem with them is that they
eat up all the leaves on shrubs and trees, like this see (point out the holes in the
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leaves) and then you’ve either got to rip out all the plants and replant which costs a
ton, or just deal with them all chewed up.

● So what I’m going to do to prevent that is treat every single shrub, bush, and tree so
that they won’t want to eat the leaves,

● And that way you won’t have to deal with the plants looking like this down the road
and have to replace them….(CLOSE)

Common Smokescreens and Their Deflect
Phrase

● I do it myself
○ “Perfect, you gotta do something out here, what a lot of

neighbors have found is what we do, compliments what you do.
Let me just show you what I’m doing for them.”

● I had a bad experience
○ “I take personal responsibility for what happened in the past and

what I’m going to do is deliver so as to change your mind about
this service like I have been for the neighbors, let me show you
what I’m doing.”

● I’m renting
○ “Excellent! We have an awesome discount for renters called the

renter’s discount! Let me show you.”
● No soliciting

○ “Totally get it, I’m just letting you know what’s going on with
neighbors, you know so and so and so and so. They’ve been liking
it.”

● I want a one time
○ “One time doesn't really work, the bugs just always come back.

We just come once a season and rotate products so your interior
always stays bug free.”

● I’m already in contract
○ “I figured you would say that. I’ve been helping a lot of people

out and they’ve been recognizing the value to make the switch.
Let me show you what’s going on.”

● I can’t afford it
○ “I’m so glad you said that because that’s why we’re here. We’re

putting together a plan for folks on a tight budget that is super
cheap. Let me show you.”
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● I don’t like/use chemicals
○ “Totally understandable and what’s great is all of our products

are botanically derived and plant based, so they’re completely
pet and child friendly. Check this out.”

● I’ve been with the same company for years
○ “I figured; most folks have to have somebody coming for them.

Let me show you why tons of the neighbors have been switching.
If that works for you, great. If not, that’s fine too.”

● My guy just came out
○ “Yeah, John Dixon was saying the same thing. We’re coming by to

play clean up on what they missed and it's super cheap so you
don’t double pay. Let me show you.”

● I don’t have/see bugs
○ “Sure. Nobody has been seeing them on the inside, they’re mostly

out here in the yard and hidden where they cause damage and
you don’t see. You’ll love what we’re doing for that.”

● I don’t do door to door
○ “Sure, I’m just stopping by because I’m already treating so many

people out here I figured I could save you some money. Some of
the best deals come at the door and if it makes sense great, if not
that’s fine too.”

● Are you selling something
○ “I’m just a bearer of good news, actually sent over here by here

and so to chat with ya. Reason being is…..”
● I just don’t have time

○ “Totally get it. I’ll be brief with you. Check this out.”
● I need to talk to my spouse

○ “Yeah, for sure, I don’t want anybody on the couch over bugs! It’s
actually a super easy and simple decision most of the
wives/husbands have been more than happy to take advantage
of once they saw what we’re doing is such a no brainer for your
home. Let me show you.”

● I’m not interested
○ “Yeah, and you’re probably not seeing a whole lot on the inside.

That’s why I’m focusing out here in the yard to make sure the bugs
never make it inside. Now normally for a home your size…”
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